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ABSTRACT
This dissertation presents techniques and applications associated with enhancing the
sensitivity of the optical images in nanotechnology.
First, the dissertation presents a novel interpretable machine learning technique
for defect detection and classification in noisy optical images of semiconductor wafer
die. This solution is designed to solve the imbalanced data-set classification problem
for noisy images with some feature similarities in the different classes. A baseline
comparison is performed by using a standard technique for defect detection and clas-
sification. Secondly, a standard loss function is modified and combined with some
portions of the new technique to implement defect detection and classification in
optical images of semiconductor wafer die. The performances of both the techniques
are compared. An optimization technique is presented for a specific category of func-
tions encountered in this dissertation and the algorithm’s performance is compared
with standard optimization algorithm(s). Two phase retrieval techniques are com-
pared: diffraction phase microscopy (DPM) and transport of intensity (TIE). TIE
is modified for low intensity and zero intensity images. Modified TIE is optimized
for theoretical analysis of Gaussian mode phase retrieval. Experimental trials are
conducted and optimized hyperparameters are used for phase retrieval.
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The problem of obtaining good quality optical images and processing the optical
images to extract rich information is of interest across various application areas such
as anomaly detection in manufacturing industry and disease diagnosis in healthcare
industry. There are various challenges in obtaining good quality optical images and
performing optical processing in nanotechnology: (1) The quality of images is gen-
erally affected as the nanoscale feature signals are buried in noise and background.
(2) Images in large number cannot be obtained using nondestructive techniques due
to the resolution limit of the instruments. Figure 1.1 (a) provides an overview of
the pipeline for optical imaging and image processing. There are various techniques
used in different categories of the pipeline. For example: Optical image processing is
performed using ImageJ [1], intensity and phase are measured using diffraction phase
microscopy to extract rich information about the medium [2], optical imaging and
optical image processing techniques are combined for the improvement in image sen-
sitivity [3–5], machine learning based techniques are studied for image reconstruction
[6], and optical imaging techniques are combined with the optimization techniques
[7]. However, there are gaps between the requirements of each application area and
the technological advances made in this area.
1.1 Challenges and Solution Frameworks
Machine learning and denoising techniques are widely applied for anomaly detec-
tion and classification [8–18]. The problem of anomaly detection in optical images
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is more challenging in nanotechnology due to small size of features, noise, instru-
mentation limitations, and unavailability of feature-rich large quantity data. Due to
unavailability of feature-rich data in large quantity for anomalies, anomaly detection
in nanotechnology can be categorized as an imbalanced data-set classification prob-
lem. There are different approaches proposed to solve such a problem [19–21]. The
approach to solve imbalanced data-set classification problems differs from the tech-
niques used for balanced or approximately balanced data-set classification. These
classifiers optimize loss functions for balanced or approximately balanced data-set.
The performance of these classifiers can be biased towards majority data class, and
may not be effective for classifying the minority data. Hence, there are separate
techniques developed for classifying imbalanced data-set classification problems.
The following techniques are used in the literature: (1) Over-sampling the mi-
nority data by duplicating or generating synthetic samples using synthetic minority
oversampling technique [22]. However, these techniques do not address the extreme
imbalance issues encountered in nanotechnology. (2) Undersampling the majority
data class using random undersampling [23], edited nearest-neighbor [24], neighbor
cleaning rule [25], and k-nearest neighbor based undersampling [26]. However, these
techniques either do not work with noisy data, or cannot tackle unknown variations
and resulting imbalance in the majority class. (3) Feature selection [27] and feature
extraction [28], (4) cost-sensitive learning [29], and (5) combination of different tech-
niques [20, 21, 30]. The feature selection technique may not be effective for noisy
data. The cost-sensitive learning may be dependent on the training data, or the
sampling techniques. On the other hand, ensemble techniques involve multiple clas-
sification algorithms that can be complicated to implement. Hence, the following
framework is used for the classification of nanoscale anomalies in noisy images: (1)
Undersampling the majority data class, (2) synthetic data generation for the minority
class, (3) feature extraction, and (4) cost-sensitive learning to tackle feature similar-
ity in different classes. This portion is highlighted in Fig. 1.1 (b) and belongs to the
computational processing category. This approach raises a few questions that need
to be answered: How to extract meaningful information about the images buried in
noise and background? How to perform sampling of the class that has more data
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(a) Pipeline for optical imaging and image processing
(b) Machine learning technique presented in the dissertation
(c) Areas presented in the dissertation
Figure 1.1: Pipeline used for optical imaging, image processing, and scope of the
dissertation.
available in comparison to the other class? How to obtain synthetic images? There
are additional challenges due to nanoscale feature similarity in images of different
classes. This dissertation provides answers for each of the aforementioned questions.
Next, some specific categories of functions are used in this dissertation and op-
timization of the functions requires gradient descent based optimization algorithm.
However, current algorithms and their implementation recommendations are not
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suitable to optimize these functions. This dissertation proposes and successfully
optimizes the functions using a modified gradient descent algorithm.
The optical setup is at the front-line of the pipeline. Setup and sensor are the hard-
ware part of the pipeline and feed the information to the computational processing
portion. In this dissertation, the focus is to capture both the intensity and phase
information about the sample by using appropriate imaging techniques. Diffraction
phase microscopy (DPM) experimentally measures the phase and intensity [31] and
transport of intensity (TIE) measures the phase computationally from the intensity
images [32]. We compared the two techniques theoretically using the pipeline de-
scribed in Fig. 1.1 (a). Modification is made in the existing TIE method [33] such
that it can be used for simulation, optimization of experimental parameters, and
low light intensity images. The overview of the work is described in Fig. 1.1 (c).
Finally, experimental results for obtaining optical images and computational phase
extraction for a point source are described in the dissertation using the modified TIE
method. In addition, the challenges faced while working with DPM and TIE setup
for point sources are described. DPM experimental results are presented to show the
importance of phase information.
1.2 Dissertation Structure and Contributions
The goal of the dissertation is to show how combination of imaging techniques, opti-
mization, and machine learning techniques can be used to enhance the sensitivity of
the optical images through the optical imaging and image processing pipeline, while
addressing various challenges associated with the optical imaging in nanotechnology.
The machine learning algorithm for defect detection is discussed in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3, and the related appendices. In Chapter 2, a new machine learning tech-
nique is proposed, and its results for defect detection in semiconductor wafer die
images are discussed. Chapter 3 compares performance of a distance metric machine
learning technique with the new machine learning algorithm. The optimization al-
gorithm is discussed in the related appendices. The phase retrieval techniques are
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covered in Chapter 4 to Chapter 6, and the related appendices. Chapter 4 pro-
vides theoretical comparison of the DPM and TIE methods. Chapter 5 analyzes
the comparison using a case study of Gaussian beam mode imaging and theoretical
simulations. The existing TIE method is modified to add a hyperparameter to al-
low it to operate on low intensity experimental images or zero intensity ideal optical
images. The modified TIE method is optimized for estimating key experimental pa-
rameter and hyperparameters. The appendix sections provide the results from the
experimental trials. Chapter 6 summarizes the DPM experimental result for simul-
taneously measuring both the intensity and phase of the sample. Finally, Chapter 7
summarizes the key conclusions of the dissertation and outlines future work.
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CHAPTER 2
OPTICAL INSPECTION OF NANOSCALE
STRUCTURES USING A NOVEL MACHINE
LEARNING BASED TECHNIQUE
In this chapter, we present a novel interpretable machine learning technique that
uses unique physical insights about noisy optical images and a few training samples
to classify nanoscale defects in noisy optical images of a semiconductor wafer. Us-
ing this technique, we not only detected both parallel bridge defects and previously
undetectable perpendicular bridge defects in a 9-nm node wafer using visible light
microscopy [34], but we also accurately classified their shapes and estimated their
sizes. Detection and classification of nanoscale defects in optical images is a chal-
lenging task. The quality of images is affected by diffraction and noise. Machine
learning techniques can reduce noise and recognize patterns using a large training
set. However, for detecting a rare “killer” defect, acquisition of a sufficient training
set of high quality experimental images can be prohibitively expensive. In addition,
there are technical challenges involved in using electromagnetic simulations and opti-
mization of the machine learning algorithm. Solutions are proposed to address each
of the aforementioned challenges. This chapter is drawn from [35].
2.1 Introduction and Background
According to Gartner’s September 2016 article [36], a cutting-edge chip manufac-
turing plant can cost ∼$5-10 billion. A 20% decrease in wafer yield can result in
a ∼ $1 billion per year decrease in the gross margin for fabrication plants. Scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and other electron
beam (e-beam) defect inspection tools are widely used for nanoscale defect inspection
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because of their excellent resolution [37–39]. However, these tools have low areal in-
spection throughput and can be destructive. Thus, optical microscopy plays a crucial
role in defect detection because of its ability to nondestructively image large areas
at high speeds. Mass production of the 9-nm node started in late 2016. Because the
light scattering from a deep subwavelength defect is extremely weak, optical defect
detection is quite challenging in small node size wafers that have background device
patterns. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the defect signature compared to the
noise from the line edge roughness (LER) of the background patterns is poor. Re-
searchers at NIST used a 193 nm microscope and through-focus scanning to enhance
the sensitivity of 9-nm node defect detection [40]. Previously, our group applied
diffraction phase microscopy (DPM) and noise reducing methods to detect defects
in a 22-nm node wafer [41]. In that paper, we presented the second order differential
image stitching and convolution (2DISC) image postprocessing technique and showed
how it reduces the effects of specific sources of noise and system imperfections. Later,
we applied DPM and 2DISC to successfully detect a 9-nm parallel bridge defect us-
ing a visible light source (405-nm laser) [3, 34]. Although we added through-focus
scanning [3] and broadband illumination [34], we were unsuccessful at detecting a
9-nm perpendicular bridge because of its much weaker scattering signature compared
to the background and noise.
Computational electromagnetic (EM) modeling is used in many optical metrology
methods, e.g., scatterometry and through-focus scanning [40, 42, 43], to generate
best-fit simulated images based on the experimental configuration and a priori sam-
ple information. Inferences can then be made about wafer features from the mea-
surements. However, challenges arise, for example, when: (1) the a priori sample
information is inaccurate, (2) the simulation domain is truncated because of finite
computational resources, (3) the devices have intrinsic fabrication noise such as LER,
or (4) the measurements are done in a noisy or nonideal environment.
Machine learning and pattern recognition techniques are investigated widely for
facial recognition, flaw detection, and microscopy [8–18]. However, the effective-
ness of machine learning in microscopy and sensing depends critically on the qual-
ity of the training sets. In nanotechnology applications, it is challenging to obtain
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large amounts of experimental data for training, testing, and validation because
creating appropriate test wafers and making the measurements are costly and time-
consuming. The data may also be inaccessible because of nondisclosure restrictions.
An alternative strategy is to use simulated data for the training set; however, the
exact dimensions of the features in the experimental sample may not be known and
thus the simulation may not accurately reflect the actual sample. In addition, gener-
ating a large library of simulated data for machine learning may be computationally
expensive.
To solve the aforementioned limitations of machine learning and challenges of EM
modeling, we propose a novel machine learning technique. Principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) is a pattern recognition technique that is suitable for image compression
and denoising [44]. We transform a few approximate electromagnetic simulation
defect images to generate synthetic noisy defect images with trainable parameters
such that the principal components can sufficiently capture variance related to the
defect features. There are two challenges in implementing this approach. Firstly, the
principal components must capture variance related to the defect features. Secondly,
the captured variance should contain sufficient feature-related information to distin-
guish defect and no-defect images. We overcome these challenges by formulating a
hypothesis about frame-to-frame varying noise in optical images and use it to gen-
erate synthetic images with defect feature-dependent noise. In addition, we provide
a physical explanation of our technique.
We use the models obtained during the learning stage to successfully detect, clas-
sify, and size various flaws and irregularities in the sample from the measured experi-
mental microscope wafer images. It is important to note that it is extremely difficult
to visually perform such a classification in these experimental images. In particu-
lar, we studied parallel and perpendicular bridge defects in a 9-nm node wafer. We
found the previously undetectable perpendicular defects even in non-optimal exper-




A 9-nm Intentional Defect Array (IDA) wafer made by SEMATECH was used for
the experiments. This wafer has numerous square dies of size 100µm × 100µm with
a single nanoscale defect in the middle of the underlying pattern. Each die has a dif-
ferent nominal size and shape for the central defect. Examples of the parallel bridge
(BX67 type, i.e., the designed linewidth for the defect is 67% the linewidth of the
pattern) and perpendicular bridge (BY67 type) defects are shown in the SEM images
in Figs. 2.1(a) and 2.1(b), respectively. Besides the central intentional defect, the
wafer has other patterning irregularities such as LER, e-beam stitching errors, and
contamination. The LER is quite visible in Figs. 2.1(a) and 2.1(b). Figures 2.1(c)
and 2.1(d) show an e-beam stitching error and nanoscale contamination, respectively.
We collected experimental intensity images for the parallel bridge defect die using
an epi-illumination bright-field microscope that included an xy in-plane translation
stage. We also collected experimental intensity images for two different types of de-
fects imaged using the same microscope and translation stage in the interferometric
DPM configuration [3, 34, 45]. The data set contains some data previously presented
in [34] along with additional data that has not been previously published. Differ-
ent types of microscope intensity images with different noise levels were obtained
by both interferometric and non-interferometric measurements. These microscope
images are postprocessed as described in Section 2.3.4. The postprocessed interfero-
metric microscope images of different defect types are displayed in Figs. 2.1(e) and
2.1(f). The 2DIS postprocessing scheme (i.e., 2DISC without the convolution step)
is applied to the microscope images [41]. 2DIS consists of second order difference
(2DI) and image stitching. 2DI removes additive time-invariant spatial noise such as
laser speckle, camera shot noise, or system imperfections. It also acts as a high-pass
filter that enhances the defect related signal. Image stitching removes temporal noise
due to nonuniform illumination or camera responsivity. Throughout this paper, each
pixel in an optical image corresponds to 31.3 nm × 31.3 nm. A single 2DI or 2DISC
image may serve as the training data-set for the classification task.
This data-set is imbalanced due to following reasons: (1) There is only one in-
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tentional defect and the rest are no-defects (2) There are several types of no-defect
images such as no-defects with fabrication variations, stitching errors, nanoscale
contamination, stains. In addition, some of the no-defect features may be similar to
the defect features such as similarity of stitching error bridge and intentional defect
bridge. The signals are buried in noise and background. Due to instrument limita-
tions, we are unable to track the exact physical locations of the no-defect images and
investigate their physical features. It is time-consuming to obtain SEM images shown
in Figs. 2.1(a) - 2.1(d) and this process can also leave the dark charging stains on
the wafer. On the other hand, it is very difficult even for experts to visually identify
and classify defect signals in optical intensity images of Figs. 2.1(e) and 2.1(f).
Figure 2.1: SEM images of a typical (a) parallel bridge defect, (b) perpendicular
bridge defect, (c) e-beam stitching error, and (d) region with nanoscale
contamination. Microscope image after 2DIS postprocessing of the (e) parallel and
(f) perpendicular bridge defect dies.
2.3 Framework and Inference
Figure 2.2 is a summary block diagram of the machine learning technique to classify
defect signals in the intensity images. We use a postprocessed microscope image and
information from simulated defects for training and optimizing the process for gen-
erating the synthetic defect image library, Lsyn. Optimization enables the model to
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generate Lsyn for classifying defects in previously unexposed microscope images. We
will use a top-down approach to define key algorithm parameters first, then overview
the inference process that uses the optimized Lsyn obtained in the learning process.
Next, we will explain the learning process and then explain the postprocessing of
optical images along with our unique hypothesis about noisy optical images. Finally,
we proceed to discuss data transformation for generating the synthetic set.
Figure 2.2: Overview of the proposed approach. Given approximate simulated
defect images, the set of random numbers, and a microscope image, we learn model
parameters, w∗, which can be used to generate an optimized synthetic defect
library, Lsyn, which can classify an experimental image as showing a defect or no
defect. Section 2.3.6 provides image generation algorithm details.
2.3.1 Algorithm Parameters
As shown in Fig. 2.2, two hyperparameter sets Msim and H k,t, whose values are
fixed before the learning process begins, and the trained model parameters w∗ =
(w1, w2) ∈ R2 are the inputs to the inference. Msim is a noise-free set consisting of
one simulated image of a defect of a given shape and size plus the peak intensity
values from this image and from four other simulated images of defects of the same
shape but slightly different sizes. We use Monte Carlo to mimic random experimental
errors with H k,t = (hk,t1 , h
k,t




2 ∈ R. We generate k ∈ {1, ... , K = 125}
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Gaussian random number pairs for a single trial t and perform t ∈ {1, ... , T = 20}
trials.
2.3.2 Inference
The goal of inference is to classify the given postprocessed and PCA-transformed
noisy microscope image block I nPP as a defect or no-defect. Here, I
n
PP (x, y) ∈ RH×W
represents n ∈ {1, ... , 106} postprocessed and transformed intensity images in the
Cartesian coordinate system with the height H and width W . We introduce labels
zn ∈ {0, 1} to denote the ground truth in a given I nPP . Here, (z = 0) denotes absence
of a defect and (z = 1) denotes presence of a defect. Additional inference goals in-
clude classifying the defect by shape and size. In a trial t, we use the synthetic defect
images J k,tsyn(x, y, w
∗,Msim,H k,t) ∈ L tsyn; J k,tsyn ∈ RH×W obtained after optimiza-
tion in the learning process. We apply PCA to Lsyn
t(x, y, w∗,Msim,H k,t) during the
process described in Section 2.3.6 to obtain the eigenvectors v and weight vectors
Γsyn
k,t(v, w∗,Msim,H k,t). We similarly transform I nPP (x, y) to obtain Γsyn
k,t(v).
For each I nPP (x, y), we select a single Jsyn
k∗,t(x, y, w∗,Msim,H k
∗,t) as its closest
match, i.e., the image with minimum Euclidean distance (ED) from I nPP (x, y) in the
eigenspace:




−2∣∣∣∣ΓPP n(v)− Γsynk,t(v, w∗,Msim,H k,t)∣∣∣∣2},
EDn,t(I nPP ,v, w
∗) = λs
−2∣∣∣∣ΓPP n(v)− Γsynk∗,t(v, w∗,Msim,H k∗,t)∣∣∣∣2. (2.1)
Here, λs is the eigenvalue corresponding to a synthetic defect eigenvector. The
eigenvectors are selected such that 99% variance is retained in PCA. By dividing
the distance by λ2s, we reduce the effect of noise present in the synthetic images.
EDn,t measures the similarity of the generic features between the experimental and
synthetic defect intensity images. Because of the eigenspace transformation, EDn,t
depends not only on I nPP but also on the entire synthetic defect image set, Lsyn
t.
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where ϕ is the indicator function on the truth of a proposition. The value of c is
explained in Section 2.4. Intuitively, ẑn is computed by calculating generic similarities
between the experimental and synthetic defect images using the principal components
of the optimized synthetic images over T repetitions of varying noise.
2.3.3 Learning











are sampled blocks obtained in Section 2.4 such that one image is of the
intentional defect, denoted with an index n0, and all the other blocks are no-defect
images. The goal of the learning stage is to obtain Lsyn
t(x, y, w,Msim,H k,t) such
that for a w = w∗, the principal components of this synthetic set sufficiently capture
the variance related to the experimental defect features. Based on distinguishing
features, we want to be able to identify defect block (IPP
n0 , zn0 = 1) as a defect in
comparison to the defect-free blocks {(IPP n, zn = 0) : ∀n 6= n0}. The approach is to
transform images such that those of the same class are more alike in the projected
space. The goal is to learn a distance function fw(G ) such that the optimized syn-














We hypothesize that the approximate defect information from the synthetic defect
set provided in v would be sufficient to reject other no-defects after the learning and
we aid the learning process by utilizing the ED for the no-defect block that most
closely resembles the synthetic defect set. The factor of c is the margin that accounts
for the fact that the simulated data has only approximate defect feature information.
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We define the loss function for optimization in the following manner. We rescale the
probability using a sigmoid function:
Pw(zn0 = 1|G ) =
1
(1 + exp[− fw(G ) ])
. (2.4)
The first loss function for the learning stage is defined by the negative log-likelihood:
Loss1,w = − log [Pw(zn0 = 1|G )] . (2.5)
The loss function is concise because of the use of principal components. It is expected
that the optimized loss function would satisfy the condition in Eq. (2.3) for at least
T
2
of the trials. Such an optimization would indicate that we can usually classify
images correctly despite the measurement errors. The synthetic data set contains
features for defect size estimation as well. We can select a second loss function for
including explicit incorrect defect size based information:
Loss2,w = − log [Pw(zn0 = 1|G )]− log [1− Pw(zn0 = 1|G ′)] . (2.6)
Here, Pw(zn0 = 1|G ′) is the re-scaled probability of identifying a defect using a syn-
thetic library created with incorrect simulated defect sizes. We have compared the
performance of three different loss functions in this paper: (1) Category 1: Eq. (2.5)
with an added condition that we label any synthetic image with a relatively large
intensity variation as an undesired defect (i.e., z = 0). We achieve this by incorpo-
rating a condition that the index of the synthetic image matching the experimental
image must be below 78 because images with such indices represent smaller intensity
variations. Hence, we have labeled synthetic image data, instead of including an
explicit size-based constraint. (2) Category 2: We use Eq. (2.6). (3) Category 3: We
use Eq. (2.6) with different start points and c value combinations than the previous
two categories. The outcome of optimization for the loss functions from Table 2.1
is described in Table 2.2. The optimization algorithm is explained in Appendix B.
The value of c is further tuned during the Validation Stage.
In the future, we plan to explore a quadratic loss function rather than a log like-
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Category 1 (2,3) 1.0
Category 1 (1,3) 1.2
Category 2 (2,3) (z=1) 1.0, (22-nm , z=0) 1.1
Category 2 (1,3) (z=1) 1.0, (22-nm , z=0) 1.2
Category 3 (4,5) (z=1) 1.1, (22-nm , z=0) 1.1
Category 3 (2,4) (z=1) 1.0, (22-nm , z=0) 1.1
lihood function for our distance-based function. The discussion in Chapter 3 is
formulated as a quadratic loss function for distance.
2.3.4 Postprocessing of Microscope Images
Experimental microscope images are extremely noisy. This section presents the post-
processing scheme to denoise the experimental images and it also presents a crucial
hypothesis for synthetic image generation. Figures 2.1(e) and 2.1(f) show the post-
processed experimental optical images of the BX67 and BY67 defects. We observed
that the central defect in the experimental images has different SNR in each camera
frame because of the presence of noise and other systematic errors. We also ob-
served variations in the SNR for different vertical stitching error regions even under
the same experimental conditions. Hence, we concluded that different types of de-
fects would display different scattering signatures for a given experimental setting
not only because of differences in their specific sizes, tilts, and deviations, but also
because of the added noise. During the experiment, spatially dependent noise from
the scattered signal of the background pattern of lines is present in each frame. A
single camera image Iimage(x, y) measures the interference between this dominant
scattering field of the background, Eb(x, y), and the weak scattering field produced
by the defect, Ed(x, y) in x, y coordinate system. We introduce a term Mbd, which
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will be used throughout this section:
I image(x, y) = Ib(x, y) + 2Re [Eb(x, y) · Ed(x, y)] + Id(x, y),
≈ Ib(x, y) +M bd(x, y). (2.7)
Here, I = |E|2 denotes the intensity of the respective fields and Mbd = 2Re [Eb · Ed]
is the mutual interference of the background and defect fields. The mutual inter-
ference, Mbd, varies from frame to frame both because of small fluctuations in the
intensity of the light source and because of the LER and other patterning irreg-
ularities. Further, the periodicity of the unit cell of the pattern is of comparable
size to the diffraction limit and so the spatially varying interference is partially
resolved in the collected images. We can model both of these effects by writing,
Mb(x, y) = Mb0 + ∆Mb(x, y), where Mb0 is the average intensity of the interference,
which is mostly affected by the fluctuations in the intensity of the light source, and
∆Mb(x, y) is the spatially varying remnant of the partially resolved interference im-
age, which is affected by the LER and other patterning irregularities. These two
effects result in defect signatures that appear to have distortions, i.e., the optical im-
age of the defect signature looks different in each frame. The postprocessing method
was designed to minimize frame-to-frame variations in the background, Ib(x, y) from
Eq. (2.7), while preserving the defect signal [41]. Images are collected as the sam-
ple is translated a distance dx between frames by a mechanical stage. Then, the
postprocessed image that forms a tripole pattern for a defect signal is calculated in
software as:
IPP (x, y) ≡ Iimage(x+ dx, y)− 2Iimage(x, y) + Iimage(x− dx, y). (2.8)
To remove the dominant background intensity Ib(x, y), the translation distance dx
is chosen to be an integer number of periods of the background pattern. Thus,
IPP (x, y) ≈ δMbo(x, y) +Mbd(x+ dx, y)− 2Mbd(x, y) +Mbd(x− dx, y). (2.9)
Here, δMb0 is a constant offset in intensity that would be zero if the light source
intensity and the interference did not vary from frame to frame. Although we have
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removed the dominant spatially varying background signal, there can still be no-
ticeable variations in the interference between the defect signal and the background
Mbd in different frames. Thus, most but not all of the frame-to-frame noise from the
background has been removed. At the defect location, the 2DIS image has what we
call a tripole pattern, which is a spot in the center and two spots with an opposite
sign located at a distance of ±dx from the center. All the experimental images used
in this paper are postprocessed and form this tripole pattern. The image obtained
after postprocessing is IPP (x, y) that depends on the frame-to-frame varying mutual
interference, Mbd. This frame-to-frame varying formulation of Mbd in Eq. (2.7) and
Eq. (2.9) provides the physical explanation for noisy image formation, i.e., it is be-
cause of the interaction of physical features and the background noise. Some noise
remains in the experimental images even after the postprocessing. We apply PCA
to further reduce noise. Experimental and simulation images have different sizes and
normalizations. We crop the experimental image to ∼ 106 sliding window image
blocks of size B, the value of which is determined in the Section 2.4.
Physical Insight and Assumptions
We form critical assumptions on the basis of the above hypothesis and formula-
tions. First, we assume that the noise in the background pattern affects the peak
value of the scattered intensity of a defect differently in each experimental image.
Second, we assume that the peak scattered intensity values of a defect contain the
most important information about the defect size. This is reasonable because the
strength of Rayleigh scattering decreases rapidly as the defect size decreases. The
third assumption is how the scattering peak intensity, which depends on the defect
size and shape, interacts with mutual interference Mbd(x, y). Because Mbd varies
from frame to frame, it appears that the peak intensities in different frames for a
given defect correspond to defects of slightly varying sizes. When we take a second
order difference to form a tripole pattern, we typically obtain an asymmetric tripole
pattern with different peak intensities at each pole. These assumptions about the
outcome of the interaction between physical defect features and background noise
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place importance on the distinguishing physical features of the defects in the noisy
images. We will utilize these assumptions for generating synthetic images.
2.3.5 Input for Synthetic Dataset Generation
To obtain synthetic image data set, we first need to perform EM simulations of
different types of defects to obtain Msim. See references [46–48] for details of the
simulation method. Figure 2.3(a) shows a zoomed in view of the simulation geometry
for the parallel bridge defect. Figure 2.3(b) shows the resulting simulated optical
intensity image. In order to evaluate whether our machine learning technique can
accurately detect, classify, and size the defects, simulations were performed for both
types of defects with sizes ranging from 18 nm to 46 nm with a 2-nm step using the
same experimental settings for both types of defect. The simulated data contains the
approximate size and shape of the defect for the labeled training experimental image.
We choose to simulate the 32-nm defect. In order to include the effect of Mbd on
measurements, we use the peak intensity values from the four slightly varying defect
sizes: 28, 30, 34, and 36 nm. To account for the defect dimensions in the training
sample, we simulated across a size range for the defect width that contains the
nominal design value and is wide enough to account for the typical fabrication error
margins. The 32-nm image is called Mseed(x, y) and max(Mj); j ∈ {1, 2, seed, 4, 5}
are the peak intensities for images Mj(x, y). We will combine these to form Msim =
{Mseed, {max(Mj)j=15}}.
Figure 2.3: (a) Zoomed in simulation geometry for a parallel bridge defect. The
field of view is 900 nm × 900 nm. (b) Raw simulation intensity image.
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Although we used powerful EM algorithms, our three-dimensional simulation vol-
ume was limited because of memory constraints. Thus, the raw simulated images
have artifacts because of domain truncation. In addition, the simulations do not
capture the random noise and systematic noise in the experimental data. As shown
in the Figs. 2.1(a) and 2.1(b) SEM images, the LER is a significant fraction of the
line width. Moreover, the exact 3D cross-sectional shape of the structure (e.g., rect-
angular or trapezoidal) is not known. Hence, it is extremely challenging to model
the sample accurately.
2.3.6 Processing for Synthetic Dataset Generation
The objective of this section is to describe the process of generating the trainable
synthetic defect library shown in Fig. 2.2 using hyperparameters Msim from Section
2.3.5, trainable parameters w = (w1, w2) (determined during the learning stage), and
a microscope image from Section 2.3.4. We will introduce the details of the second
hyperparameter H k,t subsequently. We perform five steps to generate a diverse
library of synthetic images. Figure 2.4 shows key intermediate results.
Step 1: Peak intensity transformations To address noise and artifacts in the
raw simulated data, we extract defect-specific info, crop and scale the image, and
observe the variations in peak intensities. We subtract the background image (i.e.,
pattern with no defect) from each image of the pattern with a defect to obtain a set
of Mbd(x, y) for simulation images Mj from Msim. We crop the images to remove
boundary artifacts from domain truncation. See Fig. 2.4(a). Next, we zero pad the
images. We call the output image intensities M ′j. The following linear transformation
is performed on images using trainable parameters w1, w2 using the assumptions from







; j ∈ {1, ... , 5}. (2.10)
We multiply the seed image (e.g., 32-nm) with a different trainable constant, w2,
and denote this image as w2 M
′
seed. We offset the seed image to match the peak
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Figure 2.4: Images at various steps of synthetic library generation process.
Processing of a simulated image showing the (step 1) (a) extracted defect and (b)
processed defect, (step 2) (c) second order difference, (step 3) (d) Gaussian blur
and (e) Gaussian noise, and (step 4) (f) Cropped final synthetic defect image that
has a tripole pattern. Postprocessed experimental image blocks after cropping and
normalization, showing (g) a parallel defect image. (h) A typical edge-based signal
that needs to be rejected as a parallel defect.
intensities of S . Next, we generate image library Aj; j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} that is the
outcome of Step 1:
Aj(x, y) = w2 ·M ′seed(x, y) + (δMbo)j ,
(δMbo)j =w1 ·max (M ′j)−w2 ·max (M ′seed).
(2.11)
Thus, our set consists of the seed image normalized by w2 with five different constant
offset values (δMb0)j. The differences in our transformed images are thus proportional
to w1:
Aj − Ak = w1 ·max(M ′j)− w1 ·max(M ′k). (2.12)
Equation (2.11) provides constraints for the optimization process of the learning
stage. We restrict w1 > w2 ≥ 1 to ensure that each intensity image in the data
set has nonnegative values at each pixel according to Eq. (2.11). The lower bound
on w2 also preserves adequate spatial variation in the intensity images. The images
in Eq. (2.11) are physically meaningful if the offset (δMb0)j is small compared to
w2 ·M ′seed(x, y). This puts an upper limit on w1. Zero-padding makes the images in
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Aj large enough for performing second order difference similar to Eq. (2.8). See Fig.
2.4(b). Next we used data conversion to create intensity variation in the images by
converting the data type from double to unsigned 16-bit integers and back to double
to mimic the processing that occurs with the experimental images.
Step 2: Second order difference and H k,t To obtain the tripole defect pattern,
the microscope stage is translated. However, the translation distance is not perfectly
repeatable and varies between 24 and 32 pixels. To emulate this experimental error,
we used a Monte Carlo approach where we generated k ∈ {1, ... , K = 125} Gaus-
sian random numbers, using Dmean = 28 pixels for the mean translation distance
and 2 pixels for the standard deviation. We obtained hyperparameters H k,t of 125
Gaussian random number pairs in trial t generated for the microscope image trans-
lation distance. We conduct T = 20 trials for each classification. We shifted the
simulated frames for the defect by H k,t and calculated the second order difference
to obtain 5×5×5=125 different tripole images. There are 125 images because we
include all combinations of the 5 intensity variations Aj for each of the 3 different
image frames. We choose 5 images for two reasons. Firstly, we need to distribute
the difference w1M
′
j − Aj for the entire set symmetrically. Hence, we need an odd
number of images to select the middle image as a seed image. Secondly, we require
some minimum number of images to apply PCA and extract meaningful features out
of it. Image stitching is not performed for the simulation images because they are
already free of any nonuniform illumination errors. See Fig. 2.4(c).
Step 3: Gaussian blur and Gaussian noise There are unphysical edge effects
because of the zero padding. Hence, we apply a Gaussian blur with the width
comparable to the diffraction limit to not lose features. The blur improves robustness
to noise. The peak intensity trends in the images are thereby disturbed. We scale
and crop to focus on defect peak intensities. We apply a kernel that captures noise
characteristics along with anti-aliasing and peak intensity-based linear transforms.
See Figs. 2.4(d), 2.4(e), and 2.5. The steps are adapted from [49–52].
Step 4: Cropping, Variations We crop the simulation to match the block size
of the experimental images. This blocks size is determined in the sampling stage.
The cropping is done in such a way that it encourages more variance by comparing
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Figure 2.5: Gaussian noise transformation.
the left and the right tripole distance average with the Dmean. The cropping pixel is
shifted to the left by one pixel when the right tripole distance average is more than
the mean tripole distance. We perform data conversion between double to unsigned
16-bit integers to double as in Step 1. The outcome of the Step is a noise-added
synthetic defect image set L tsyn(x, y, w,Msim,H
k,t). See Fig. 2.4(f).
Step 5: PCA Transform The resulting dataset has large dimensionality and
features. We apply PCA to obtain a transformed representation of the dataset
and to extract generic features of the synthetic image set and obtain eigenvectors
v. The weight vector of the transformed synthetic microscope defect image set is
Γsyn
k,t(v, w,Msim,H k,t).
The postprocessed and transformed microscope image blocks such as Figs. 2.4(g)
and 2.4(h) are also transformed in the same eigenspace v to obtain ΓPP
k,t(v) before
the learning and inference stages. We use sampled blocks from Section 2.4 for the
learning stage and all the sliding window image blocks for the inference stage. The
trainable parameters (w1, w2) generate diversity in the synthetic library because of
how they influence the variations of intensity and SNR of the images.
This program was executed on a desktop machine with an Intel Xeon 2-processor
CPU with 28 cores and 128 GB memory. It was developed in MATLAB using
the parallel computing toolkit. It takes about 2 minutes to collect and process
all N ≈ 106 sliding window experimental images on a disk. In the future, batch
processing and higher computing power resources can reduce the time significantly.
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2.4 Implementation
Before the learning stage, we sampled the input image blocks to obtain N ′ represen-
tative image blocks using IPP
n;n ∈ {1, ... , N ≈ 106} of size B using the following
method for the image in Fig. 2.6. Figure 2.6 shows a 2DI experimental image for
the parallel bridge defect before applying PCA (SNR = 13.6 dB) and after applying
PCA (SNR = 20.9dB). Stitching errors and noisy edges were less prominent than
the central defect.
Figure 2.6: Parallel defect image with second order difference. (a) Before and (b)
after PCA.
We generated Lsyn
t(x, y, w,Msim,H k,t) images using the 32-nm parallel defect
seed image.
In Sampling Stage 1, we obtained 51 image blocks that are either the real defect
or quite similar to it. As expected, the detection rate of the real defect was below
50% for our the intermediate model. These 51 blocks are clearly the blocks that are
most critical for the algorithm to learn how to differentiate. We test the effectiveness
of this sampling using the Category 1 loss function in Sampling Stage 2. We have
used modified gradient descent optimization from Appendix B.
The eigendistance of the 53 images is different from each-other. It is not possible to
form multiple clusters of the no-defect images because the relation between physical
features and eigendistance variation is unknown due to instrument limitation. In
addition, it may not be effective to rely on the synthetic image eigenspace to separate
the no-defect images based on the physical features before the optimization process.
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Algorithm 1 Outline of Sampling Stage 1
1: Gradient Descent Optimization
2: INPUT (w1, w2) = (1.5, 1.0); Initial step size 0.05; α = 0.05; Trials T = 1;
N ≈ 106
3: repeat . minimization using gradient
4: Lossw = 〈{EDn0,t(IPP n0 ,v, w)}〉t=1 to T
5: Update wi
itr+1 ⇐ wiitr − α∇̂iLossw . ∇̂i is the numerical partial gradient
w.r.t. wi
6:
7: until Iterations itr exceed 100; wi follows the constraints in Section 2.3.6
8: OUTCOME 1: w∗ = (7.39, 4.52) intermediate synthetic defect model that cor-
responds to the minimum EDn0
9: Model Testing
10: INPUT: w∗ model; trials T = 20;N ≈ 106; c = 2.1 later c = 1.2 to reduce
redundancy due to sliding window blocks :Execute Inference Eq.(2.2)
11: OUTCOME 2: N ′ = 51 image blocks that are either the real defect or quite
similar to it
12: Final outcome B∗ = 34× 91, N ′ = 51
Algorithm 2 Outline of Sampling Stage 2
1: Modified Gradient Descent Optimization
2: INPUT: (w1, w2) = (3, 2) with an initial step size of 1.0; Trials T = 20; N
′ = 51
sampled blocks from Sampling Stage 1
3: repeat . minimization using modified gradient
4: Category 1 Loss function from Section 2.3.3
5: Update wi using the update rules from Appendix B
6:
7: until iterations itr exceed 30; wi follows the constraints in Section 2.3.6
8: OUTCOME 1: w∗ = (3.2529, 2.2342) intermediate synthetic defect model
9: Model Testing
10: INPUT: w∗ model; trials T = 1;N ≈ 106; c = 1.1 to reduce redundancy due to
sliding window blocks :Execute Inference Eq.(2.2)
11: OUTCOME 2: True defect z = 1 and 2 additional defect-like positions detected;
12: Add these two defect-like positions to original N ′ = 51 to obtain N ′ = 53
13: Final outcome N ′ = 53 sampled image blocks
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2.4.1 Learning Optimized Models and Validation
We used N ′ = 53 sampled blocks and applied the loss functions from Section 2.3.3 to
obtain the optimized models. Table 2.2 shows the optimized results. We used 22-nm
simulated seed defect to generate incorrect defect size data-set G ′ for Eq. (2.6). The
simulated defect seed information is described in Appendix C.
Table 2.2: Models obtained during training stage. The experimental sample used





Loss function at start
point: Cost(w2, w1)





Category 1 Cost(2,3) = 0.513 Cost(1.9368,3.0164) = 0.387 1A
Category 1 Cost(1,3) = 0.474 Cost(1.035, 3.00) = 0.371 1B
Category 2 Cost(2,3) = 1.563 Cost(1.9991,3.0124) = 1.153 2A
Category 2 Cost(1,3) = 1.716 Cost(1.2947,3.2558) = 1.153 2B
Category 3 Cost(4,5) = 1.369 Cost(3.9684,4.9959) = 1.338 3A
Category 3 Cost(2,4) = 1.775 Cost(1.9862,3.9850) = 1.168 3B
Table 2.3 shows variation in mean and standard deviation of the synthetic image
library for the same trial for all the models. It is evident that the value of w2
influences the mean intensity of the synthetic defect images. The variation in the
intensity of the synthetic defect library due to signal intensity, which represents
noise and physical defect interaction, is affected by the combination of (w1, w2). It
appears that model 3A indicates a larger change in the intensity of synthetic images
due to noise and physical feature interaction. Model 1B indicates lesser change in
the intensity of synthetic images due to noise and physical feature interaction.
It is important to note the large initial values for the cost function, i.e., the start-
ing programs had low defect detection rates. By design, the algorithm is very sen-
sitive to and exhibits nonlinear behavior with variations in w1 and w2. Changes
in the third decimal digit of w1 or w2 are significant because the algorithm steps
amplify certain effects in the synthetic library images and the resulting eigenvec-
tors. After optimization, we analyzed the results using c = 2.1. Next, we reduced
the number of redundant image blocks in the result to obtain 1.0 ≤ c ≤ 1.5 for
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Table 2.3: Models and synthetic image library intensity mean and standard
deviation for a single trial.
Models Mean Standard Deviation
1A 1.00604× 104 8.955
1B 1.00326× 104 4.636
2A 1.00627× 104 9.432
2B 1.00408× 104 5.918
3A 1.01236× 104 17.419
3B 1.00626× 104 9.007
all the models. Model 3A works well for 1.5 ≤ c ≤ 2.1. The allowed values of
c ∈ {1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1}. Beyond this range, data re-
dundancy due to sliding window images and false detection rate diminishes the per-
formance.
For the validation stage, we used all N ≈ 106 blocks instead of N ′ = 53 blocks.
The outcome of the models is a list of image block positions that are determined
as defects and their ED. Then, we use c = 2.1 on the outcome list to reduce data
redundancy due to the sliding window method. Next, we used the following criteria
to lower the value of c further and reduce the data redundancy without lowering
the maximum detection frequency: the same value of c from the allowed c values is
selected for the models of the same category. Model 3A detects the central defect in
the whole die image during the training-validation stage for c = 1.5 with higher false
positive rates. We select c = 1.1; as a result all other models performed well and had
100% precision (i.e., no other defects, e.g., stitching error or nanoscale contamination,
were detected above the 50% detection rate threshold). Figure 2.7 shows the results
for the precision and recall rates of the models.
It is important to evaluate the predictive ability and robustness of each model for
previously unused combinations of input simulation and experimental images. We
used the perpendicular defect simulated data with another parallel defect experimen-
tal frame from the same die. See Fig. 2.8. This frame is shifted horizontally and has
different noise than in the previous case. As expected, the parallel bridge defect is
not identified in this case as a perpendicular bridge defect. The models are robust
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Figure 2.7: (a) Precision, and (b) Recall for the models from the three different
categories for the parallel bridge defect for the entire die image.
against shape misclassification. For model 2B, there is a defect detected with 55%
detection rate in a block with corner pixel location (819, 211). This detected defect
could be due to nanoscale contamination and needs further investigation.




We learned the models using sampled unstitched non-interferometric microscope im-
age containing a parallel bridge defect. We validated the models using the unsampled
original image. In addition, we validated the robustness of models against shape mis-
classification using another unstitched non-interferometric microscope image. We use
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the criteria developed in the validation stage for lowering the value of c for the out-
come of the models and obtain the defect positions and frequency of detection for
all the trials.
We evaluated the models for shape based prediction using the 2DIS parallel defect
die image and a 32-nm ‘H’ shaped synthetic set for the defect. The results of initial
PCA are displayed in Fig. 2.9. The SNR was 16.6 dB initially and 20.3 dB after PCA.
We evaluated the confusion matrix of the selected classifiers. For testing with the
‘H’ shape image, we used c = 1.2 on the outcome defect list. For many models, the
detection rate was above 50%, i.e., certain wafer regions were classified as containing
a defect. Table 2.4 shows the results. The SEM image in Fig. 2.9(c) shows that
there is a stained region at the left edge. Corner parameters of (453, 13), (516, 14),
and (548, 71) in Table 2.4 correspond to different parts of the stain. The ‘H’ shape
defect here means unevenness in the width, separation, or tilt of the bars in the
underlying pattern.
Figure 2.9: Parallel defect image with 2DIS processing. (a) Before and (b) after
applying PCA. (c) SEM image of the region displaying stain.





1A 70% Left edge (548, 71)
1B 100% Left edge (459, 13) and Central defect
2A 85% Left edge (516, 13)
2B 0% No defect detected
3A 85% Left edge (516, 14)
3B 70% Left edge (453, 13)
The imaging system cannot directly resolve these irregularities, but the models
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are sensitive to them and have revealed to us the previously undetected stain region.
To validate robustness against shape misclassification, we used the parallel defect
synthetic set on the perpendicular defect experimental data. For all six models, the
central defect was never detected. Instead, the models find the stitching error region
defects or edge defects because of their similarity to parallel bridge defects. See
Appendix D for details.
2.5.2 Shape and Size Classification
The size of the nanoscale defect is related to the intensity of the defect signal in
the experimental image. The models work by targeting the differences in physi-
cal features embedded in the noisy image. Thus, we will consider both precision
and detection rate values for size-based detection in the noisy images. Figure 2.10
shows how the different models estimate defect shape and size in different types of
experimental images.
In Fig. 2.10, the performance for size detection is better for less noisy 2DIS
interferometric parallel bridge defect even though the models were not trained with
any interferometric images. Compared to the parallel defect, the perpendicular defect
has a weaker scattering signature. The background pattern and the noise overwhelm
the perpendicular defect signal. As a result, the defects were not visible even after
2DIS processing. The models are able to successfully detect the defect for noisy
images containing a perpendicular bridge defect. The other defect positions may have
been identified as a 22-nm defect because those regions have similar characteristics
to 22-nm wide defects. It is important to note that the accuracy in all the cases is
close to 100% due to high true negative rate. See Appendix E for details.
Table 2.5 summarizes the capabilities of the six models. Each model correctly
identifies the shape of the defect. Because size-based and shape-based inferences are
combined, size rejection requires stronger targeting of size-based differences compared
to shape-based similarity in a noisy image. All models generalize because they can
target size-based and shape-based feature differences. The optical images used in
Table 2.5 have varying noise levels from 9.9 dB to 23.5 dB. The optimized synthetic
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Figure 2.10: Shape and size classification for 2DI non-interferometric image with
parallel bridge defect for models (a) 1A, 1B (b) 2A, 2B (c) 3A, 3B. Classification
for 2DIS interferometric image with parallel bridge defect for models (d) 1A, 1B (e)
2A, 2B (f) 3A, 3B. Classification for 2DIS interferometric noisy image with
perpendicular bridge defect for models (g) 1A, 1B (h) 2A, 2B (i) 3A, 3B.
images for all the shapes and sizes are generated by using the hyper-parameters
and the model parameters, thereby eliminating the need to individually train the
synthetic defect library generation for various defects with different shapes and sizes.
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Table 2.5: Performance of the six models for different experimental and simulation
inputs. All models successfully identify negative test cases and properly reject the
incorrectly shaped simulation defects.
Image Type Performance Model
1A 1B 2A 2B 3A 3B
2DI non-interferometric
of the parallel defect
Rejects 22-nm parallel 7 7 7 X X 7
Classifies 32-nm parallel 7 X 7 X X 7
Rejects 42-nm parallel X 7 X X X X




X X X 7 X X
Rejects 22-nm parallel X X X X 7 X
Classifies 32-nm parallel X X X X 7 X
Rejects 42-nm parallel X X X X 7 X




X X X X X X
Classifies 32-nm per-
pendicular
X X X X X X
2.6 Summary
We developed a novel interpretable machine learning algorithm for automatic detec-
tion and classification of defects that uses only a few training samples to address the
imbalanced data-set classification problem with feature similarity in different classes.
This technique performs undersampling of the majority data, mitigates simulation
artifacts, generates synthetic images for the minority class using simulation data,
performs preprocessing of the noisy optical images, and targets distinguishing defect
features buried in the mutual interference of the background and defect fields. We
have utilized the denoising abilities of PCA and overcome the challenges of using
principal components for classification and of the limited availability of experimen-
tal defect images. We developed a modified gradient descent algorithm for efficient
optimization of loss functions. It is quite difficult even for image experts to detect
a defect, classify its type, and estimate its size from the microscope images because
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the defect signal is indistinguishable from the background. We validated and tested
the models using images with different experimental configurations (interferometric
versus non-interferometric) and with different defect types (parallel versus perpen-
dicular bridge). These images had varying noise levels and different frames had
different defect positions. We used a unique sampling process to reduce the training
set size without affecting performance. Our algorithm includes a modified Euclidean
distance scheme to reduce the impact of synthetic image noise.
We presented the six different optimized models to infer the presence of defects and
classify their shapes and sizes from the defect intensity signals. The SEM measured
the defect size to be 30.5-31 nm. Thus, the classification system accurately sizes
the defects even though they are an order of magnitude smaller than the diffraction
limit. In all cases, our true negative rate was extremely high. Hence, our accuracy
is close to 100%. The technique successfully makes generic inferences on untrained
defect types and sizes. Thus, the method may be applicable for detection of flaws
or irregularities in other fields, e.g., to detect irregularities in biological samples for
disease diagnosis. For semiconductor inspection applications, researchers can utilize




DISTANCE METRIC LEARNING AND
SEMICONDUCTOR DEFECT DETECTION
3.1 Introduction
The data for “killer” defect detection generally is categorized as an imbalanced data-
set classification problem. The data consists of a small amount of rare defect images
and a large number of no-defect images. Some techniques have been suggested to
apply machine learning to such data sets [19, 53] such as sampling, synthetic data
generation, new algorithms, and combinations of all of the above. The development
of distance metric learning based algorithms in this area is especially notable [54–56].
3.2 Distance Metric Learning
Metric learning is about learning a metric m for a given data set such that data from
the same class gets smaller distance in comparison to the data from different classes.




(x− y)TM(x− y). (3.1)
Hence, the optimization goals are: (1) To make d(x, y) larger if x, y ∈ D. Here, D
represents difference classes. (2) To make d(x, y) smaller if x, y ∈ S. Here, S repre-
This chapter was written with guidance from Professor Oluwasanmi Koyejo.
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It is important to note that (3.2) is a convex optimization problem with no local
minima. This technique has been combined with sampling in order to use few data
set points in an imbalanced data-set classification situation [56] to form triplets
Ti = (xai, xpi, xni). Here, xai is an anchor point that represents feature embedding
in a Euclidean space for an image of a specific entity, xp
i represents feature embedding
in a Euclidean space for other images of the same entity, and xn
i represents feature
embedding in a Euclidean space for other images of different entities [56]. As per
[56], the triplet loss is defined as:
L (Ti) = max
[
{||xai − xpi||





Here, α is a sufficiently positive number such that the loss function remains posi-





The goal is to obtain the feature embedding in such a way that the similar classes
are pulled together but different classes are pushed apart. The performance of the
cost function depends strongly on the features of the data samples. The advantage
of this formulation is that the data points are sampled before applying the triplet
loss. Hence, it is suitable to work in imbalanced data-set classification problems.
3.3 Distance Metric Learning and Defect Detection
The following data is available for using with the triplet loss function for defect
detection in the optical images of the semiconductor die: (1) one defect image, (2)
sampled 52 no-defect images. See Section 2.4 for details. The existing FaceNet
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architecture is tried using TensorFlow for the training process. However, FaceNet
requires larger square images that are aligned in order to implement transfer learning.
It is not possible to align the images buried in noise and resizing the images may
distort the features. Hence, an attempt is made to train the FaceNet architecture
on the sampled experimental images by duplicating the same defect image 51 times.
However, the trial was not successful due to limited data with extreme imbalance.
3.4 Implementation
In this section, the loss functions from the previous chapter are replaced with the
triplet loss functions. However, the triplet loss functions need to be modified to
include the synthetic image space, experimental images, and no-defect images. The
goal is to obtain the synthetic image eigenspace such that defect images are closer
in ED to the synthetic images in comparison to the no-defect images. Unlike the
loss functions from Section 2.3.3, the triplet loss will explicitly learn to maximize
the distance of the synthetic images from the sampled no-defect images. The sam-
pled no-defect images are obtained by undersampling the no-defect images using the
algorithms described in Section 2.4. These images resemble the defect images most
and it is critical for the algorithm to learn to reject these in comparison to the defect
images. This approach is different than the techniques described in [57, 58] using
the Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) due to the following reasons: (1) GAN
requires more images from the minority class for training the discriminator and it is
not suitable to use for extreme imbalance cases (2) In this approach, it is easier to
implement the optimization using the distance-based learning function on the syn-
thetic images and sampled no-defect images instead of applying GAN to learn the
distribution from imbalanced majority and minority class noisy images with extreme
imbalance. (3) This approach uses mutual interference of background and defect sig-
nals related to the defect physical features to generate synthetic images; therefore,
this technique is applicable to optical images with varied noise levels. In addition,
https://github.com/davidsandberg/facenet/wiki
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this technique is more interpretable. As a result, as shows in Table 2.5, this technique
may work for making predictions for images with different noise-levels. Finally, in
this approach, an explicit size based distance function can be added to make the cost
function learn to reject the incorrect size synthetic defect images.











are sampled blocks obtained in the previous chapter such that one image is
of the intentional defect, denoted with an index n0, and all the other blocks are no-
defect images. The goal of the learning stage is to obtain Lsyn
t(x, y, w,Msim,H k,t)
such that for a w = w∗, the defect is closer to the synthetic defect than the no-defect
images in the synthetic defect eigenspace. The approach is to transform images such
that those of the same class are more alike in the projected space. We optimize the
synthetic image generation process to obtain w∗ using a function Costw :
Costw(G ,G ′) =
〈[
{dGn0,t − dGn






























Here, G is the dataset with the correct size simulation seed defect and G ′ is the
dataset with the incorrect simulated seed defect of 22-nm. SubscriptG corresponds to
G and subscript G′ corresponds to G ′ dataset. We optimize Costw using the modified
gradient descent algorithm using starting point of (2, 3), initial step size = 1 × 10−4,
and learning rate 0.01. The triplet loss function is modified to compensate the weight
of 52 no-defect images in comparison to 1 defect experimental image to maintain
positive function value through the optimization process. Instead of a constant α,
the value is changing based on the minimum ED in the eigenspace. The optimized
model with w∗ = (2.00051, 3.01241) is obtained for the minimum value of the loss
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function.
For validation stage, the model has a 100% defect detection rate for the whole
die experimental image. It correctly does not identify the parallel bridge defect
when we use perpendicular bridge synthetic model for another parallel bridge non-
interferometric image Fig. 2.8.
3.5 Inference Results
The inference section equations from Chapter 2 are reused. The model detects a
defect position (516, 13) in stained region of the parallel bridge stitched experimental
image when we use ‘H’ shape synthetic model with 85% detection rate and 24.6%
precision. The experimental image used for this test is shown in Fig. 2.9. The
performance details of the model are described in Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1:
Figure 3.1: (a) Shape and size classification for 2DI non-interferometric image with
parallel bridge defect for the metric distance learning model. (b) Classification for
2DIS interferometric noisy image with perpendicular bridge defect for the metric
distance learning model.
3.5.1 Discussion
2A model and the metric distance learning model have closer values for the optimized
model parameters. The standard deviation and mean value of the synthetic intensity
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Table 3.1: Performance of the metric distance learning models for different
experimental and simulation inputs. The model successfully identifies negative test
cases and properly rejects the incorrectly shaped simulation defects.
Image Type Performance Model
2DI non-interferometric of the || defect Rejects 22-nm parallel 7
Classifies 32-nm parallel 7
Rejects 42-nm parallel X
2DIS DPM image of the || defect Identifies ‘H’ defect stain X
Rejects 22-nm parallel X
Classifies 32-nm parallel 7
Rejects 42-nm parallel X






image library (1.00625 × 104,9.516) are closer for the 2A and the metric distance
learning model from Table 2.3 for the same trial. Hence, the performance of the
metric distance learning model can be compared with the 2A model. The metric
distance learning model does detect whole die images with 100% detection rate and
accurately rejects incorrect shape synthetic defect images. During the testing stage,
it detects the ‘H’ shape defect in the same stained region as that in the previous
chapter. It detects and classifies the size of perpendicular defect signal buried in
the background and noise. Similar to the 2A model, the model detects the 22-nm
and 32-nm synthetic defect with equal detection rate in the non-interferometric 2DI
parallel bridge defect die images. However, the model does not recognize any defect
in the 2DIS interferometric parallel bridge defect die images. 2A model does detect
and classify the parallel bridge defect in the 2DIS interferometric images.
The false detection rate is lower for the metric distance learning model. For the
validation stage whole die image, one no-defect position has a detection rate of 15%
in the 2A model but it is detected with only 5% detection rate for the metric distance
learning model. Hence, the no-defect rejection is much stronger for the distance met-
ric learning model, but the learning scheme does not reduce the eigendistance with
the defect point more effectively due to similarity of defect and no-defect features.
Some no-defect images such as stitching errors may look physically more similar to
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the defect images. Hence, such no-defect images would be part of the sampled data
set. However, a competition between rejecting the no-defect similar features and get-
ting closer to the defect features may adversely affect the learning stage. Hence, the
metric distance learning model may overfit the training and validation stage data.
However, it is unable to make generic prediction with the lower noise 2DIS paral-
lel bridge experimental images. 2DIS perpendicular and 2DI parallel bridge images
have high noise that is similar to the training set image noise. The model detects
the 32-nm parallel bridge defect in the 2DI image with 100% detection rate, but it
is unable to reject the 22-nm synthetic parallel bridge defect. These results for the
2DI image parallel bridge defect and 2DIS perpendicular bridge defect images may
be caused by two possibilities: (1) The model 2A and metric distance learning model
may have similar characteristics due to (w1, w2). The value of (w1, w2) affects the
characteristics of the synthetic defect library images. The value of w2 affects the
mean intensity value of the synthetic images and both (w1, w2) affect the variation
in the intensity of the synthetic defect images. (2) Both 2A and metric distance
learning model need experimental training image of 22-nm to reject the defects of
32-nm with the 22-nm synthetic defect model.
3.6 Summary
The model with metric learning based loss does not perform as well as some of the
models obtained in the previous chapter. This is expected because some features of
the unknown no-defect images may contain some similarity with the defect features;
for example, the stitching error regions may contain bridge-like features similar to the
parallel bridge defect. This may lead the model to exclude some important parallel
bridge features incorrectly in the distance learning technique. It may be difficult to
exclude such features and sample points from the learning because it is not possible
to investigate the position and features of the points in the wafer die accurately due
to instrument limitation. The sampling stage selects the no-defect sample points that
are more similar to defects, and it is critical for the learning process to learn to reject
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such points. In addition, the experimental images are very noisy and this adversely
affects the performance of the model. Model 2A and metric distance learning models
have closer standard deviation and mean values for the synthetic images due to closer
(w1, w2) optimized values. Hence, we compared the performance of both the 2A and
the metric distance learning models. The disadvantage of the competition to reject
no-defect features that may be similar to defect features in distance metric learning is
evident in the validation stage results. The minimum and the average eigendistance
for the defect for all the trials is better for the whole die experimental image for
the 2A model from Chapter 2. However, the distance metric learning model does
fare better in reducing the frequency of other defect positions in comparison to the
2A model. This makes the outcome of models from the previous chapter fare better
for the defect detection and classification. The false positive rate may be much
lower for the metric distance learning model. However, it overfits the training set




DIFFRACTION PHASE MICROSCOPY AND
TRANSPORT OF INTENSITY
The optical imaging of a medium involves tapping the potential of the interaction of
the medium with incident light. A medium may alter only the amplitude of incoming
light making it an amplitude object, or it may alter only the phase of incoming light
making it a phase object, or it may alter both the amplitude and phase [59]. Hence,
to comprehend the properties of the medium through light interaction, we need to
not only measure intensity of the light but also the phase of the light through imaging
techniques such as diffraction phase microscopy (DPM) [60]. DPM is an experimen-
tal technique to retrieve both the amplitude and phase through interference of light
beams after their interaction with the medium. The design requirements of DPM
and experimental setup details are explained in [61]. The technique has been used
widely in the past for nanoscale defect detection in a reflective semiconductor sample
[62], several material science related applications [61], and imaging of optically-thin
biological specimens in transmission mode [2]. In addition to amplitude and phase
retrieval, DPM reduces noise because the interfering beams travel through a com-
mon path before interference. Therefore interference removes any common noise
added to the beams. Due to low noise, DPM can be as accurate as atomic force
microscopy but 1000x faster. The height noise is 0.5 nm and its lateral resolution is
720 nm. It can temporally and spatially resolve nanoscale dynamics [2]. There are
challenges associated with using the DPM such as: (1) Laser sources are used for
generating interference pattern in DPM. However, there is noise present in images
due to laser speckle. (2) Pinhole alignment for filtering a beam in Fourier domain
is tedious. Imaging a reflective sample puts restrictions on the samples: (1) The
sample needs to be sufficiently reflective to retain enough intensity in a pinhole fil-
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tered beam in comparison to the unfiltered beam for better interference contrast.
(2) DPM is a no-contact technique, but imaging with better resolution requires the
objective lens to be vertically 0.5 mm away from the sample. Hence, the sample fea-
tures/artifacts/packaging have to be vertically confined below ∼ 0.5 mm distance.
(3) DPM phase retrieval may suffer from the phase wrapping related issues. Imaging
a thick sample can introduce a larger change in optical path and the resultant phase
shift can be greater than 2π radian. However, DPM restricts the solution of phase
retrieval to −π +π. There are some solutions suggested in the literature, but it may
be applicable to relatively thin samples [63]. Hence, there are both advantages and
restrictions of using DPM for amplitude and phase imaging.
Transport of intensity (TIE) is another no-contact computational phase retrieval
technique to retrieve phase from variations in the scattered beam intensity in the
direction of the beam propagation [32]. The initial assumptions were that the mea-
surements were made with paraxial beam approximation and in very low noise situ-
ations for a setup containing specific boundary conditions. The advantage of using
TIE is that the experimental setup is easier in comparison to the DPM. There is no
tedious pinhole alignment required for TIE implementation. TIE can be used with a
noncoherent source and the images obtained using TIE can be free of laser speckle.
Another advantage is that the TIE based phase retrieval is free of phase wrapping
issues. However, there are challenges in finding a unique and fast solution of the
TIE equations to retrieve phase from the intensity variation measurements. There
are various techniques suggested in the literature to retrieve the phase using the
TIE technique, such as decomposition using Zernike polynomial [64], and combin-
ing TIE and interference contrast microscopy with iterative reconstruction algorithm
[65]. There were also efforts to find cosine transform solutions with specific bound-
ary conditions [66] and discrete cosine transform (DCT) to reduce artifacts related
to boundary conditions [67, 68]. An iterative DCT solution for arbitrary boundary
conditions in inhomogeneous conditions for arbitrary phase is proposed in [69]. A
method to obtain unwrapped phase from the wrapped phase in TIE is described in
[70]. Noniterative technique of Hilbert transform is used in [71] for phase retrieval for
periodic and aperiodic samples. The applications of TIE based phase retrieval are
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demonstrated in the healthcare domain using a smartphone based imaging system
in [72]. TIE based phase retrieval is used in [73] to retrieve phase from different
illumination angles and refractive index profile distribution is reconstructed using
the same.
The other issue facing the technique is the value of defocus distance to measure
intensity variations at various positions for retrieving phase. An initial recommen-
dation from [32] suggested choosing the defocus distance to be not too large or too
small. Issues related to defocus distance and noise are discussed in [74]. The noise-
resolution tradeoff in [74] can be understood as follows: At large defocus distances,
the phase retrieval of high spatial frequency related components may be difficult
due to attenuation and blurring. On the other hand, the intensity variations will be
insufficient at smaller defocus distances for TIE phase retrieval of the low frequency
components. In addition, there are issues related to phase reconstruction in the area
of wave zeros that can be addressed in the presence of specific boundary conditions
[75].
4.1 TIE Methodology for Phase Retrieval
The TIE derivation in this section is derived in [32]. Suppose a paraxial beam propa-
gates in +z direction and has a complex amplitude of exp(ikz)u(r) = I
1
2 (r)exp(ikz+
iφ(r)). Here r is a two-dimensional transverse vector and u(r) is connected with the
experimentally measured intensity by I(r) = |u(r)|2. Based on the Fresnel diffraction
theory, the following parabolic equation is satisfied:
(∇2 + 2k2 + 2ki ∂
∂z
)u(r)exp(ikz) = 0. (4.1)
Here, ∇2 = (∂/∂x)2 + (∂/∂y)2 is the two-dimensional Laplacian and k = 2π
λ
. The
above equation can be written as:




2 (r)exp(ikz + iφ(r)) = 0. (4.2)
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The real and complex terms for the left-hand side of the above equation can be











(I)∇2φ]exp(ikz + iφ(r)) = 0. (4.3)













≈ kI(z + ∆z)− I(z)
∆z
. (4.6)
This is an experimentally measurable quantity. Hence, equation (4.5) can be solved
to retrieve the phase from the measured intensity variations along the z-axis. Here,
∆z is called the defocus distance. The TIE technique proposed in [33] to retrieve
the phase by robust and noniterative technique is described below. Equation (4.5)
can be rewritten by replacing the term I∇φ by term ∇f ; for a Neumann boundary
condition in matrix form T:
TF + FT = G. (4.7)
Here, F matrix represents elements of f and G = −k Iz+∆z−Iz−∆z
2∆z
∆x2. Here, T is a
self-adjoint and Hermitian matrix. A unitary matrix Q is used as follows:
Q∗TQQ∗FQ+Q∗FQQ∗TQ = Q∗GQ. (4.8)
Further, S = Q∗TQ, K = Q∗FQ, and H = Q∗GQ is substituted in Eq. (4.8):
SK +KS = H. (4.9)
Equation (4.9) can be solved to obtain K. Next, F is obtained from K. A
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numerical gradient is obtained of F to obtain I∇φ. F would be divided by I to
obtain ∇φ. Phase is recovered by using the same operation that is used to recover
F . There is instability due to small S values and noise levels in the images in (4.9).
This can be mitigated by adding a hyperparameter reg factor and using the following
factor on the RHS:
K = H
1
(S(i, i) + S(j, j))
{S(i, i) + S(j, j)}2
[{S(i, i) + S(j, j)}2 + reg factor]
. (4.10)
Here, i and j represent the elements of the S matrix.
4.2 Theory of Diffraction Phase Microscopy
The light scattered or emitted from the medium is divided into two beams by using
a grating after the tube lens. The grating is at the focal point of the first lens
of a 4f system. One beam passing from the Fourier plane system is filtered using
a pinhole and only the average reflection from the pinhole is transmitted further.
After undergoing magnification from the 4f system, the beams are projected on
the Hamamatsu orca-ER CCD camera. An interference pattern is generated from
the two beams. The phase information can be computationally retrieved from the
interference pattern. A Fourier transform is performed on this interference pattern
and the pattern from one side (right side) is selected. The outcome can be normalized
with a calibration image containing a flat intensity sample with zero phase. The
phase is retrieved by getting the angle of the outcome. The formulation from [2] is
used below to describe the process and the derivations presented below. The DPM
setup is displayed in Fig. 4.1.
The field at the grating plane is described using β = 2π
Γ
, Here, Γ is the grating
period:
EGP (x, y) = E0(x, y) + E1(x, y)e
iβx. (4.11)
Here, E0(x, y) is the 0
th order field and E1(x, y) is the 1
st order field. The 1st order
field is brighter and it would be used for filtering down through the pinhole. This will
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Figure 4.1: DPM setup displayed for imaging fundamental mode of the 405 nm
laser beam.
help to preserve the contrast of the interference pattern by making the intensities of
the two beams approximately equal. Next, Fourier transform is performed using the
first lens of the 4f system:







, and f1 is the focal length of the first lens in the 4f




Here the shift theorem is applied to the second term in (4.12). After the pinhole, the
field would be represented as:
UFPP (kx, ky) = U0(kx, ky) + U1(kx − β, ky)× δ(kx − β, ky), (4.13a)
= U0(kx, ky) + U1(0, 0)× δ(kx − β, ky). (4.13b)
Here, U1(0, 0) is now a constant term and represents average reflection from the
sample. Next, Fourier transform is performed with the second lens and the following
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is obtained in the camera plane:


















is the magnification of the 4f system. The intensity recorded at
camera plane is ICP = ECP (x, y)ECP

































It is important to note that only the phase in the E0 term varies with spatial
coordinates and contains the phase of the medium. The phase in E1 is constant and
























Hence, the phase of the medium φ0 is recovered from the angle of the interference
pattern. This can cause phase wrapping issues for thicker samples. The measured
phase is a relative phase with respect to the constant background φ1. The approxi-
mate phase φ0 is recovered by subtracting a flat intensity and zero phase background
image. This process is called calibration.
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4.3 Summary
The theoretical comparison of two phase retrieval techniques is presented. DPM is
the experimental technique to retrieve phase, and TIE is used for computationally
retrieving the phase of a given medium. TIE technique assumes paraxial approxi-
mation and specific boundary condition. It approximates the calculation of gradi-
ent and introduces discretization in computing the Poisson equation differentiation.
DPM reduced noise through common-path interference. But phase wrapping errors
and tedious alignment process may be a drawback of DPM. In the next chapter, a
case study is used to compare the two techniques.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPARISON OF DPM VERSUS TIE
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a case study is performed of simulation of Gaussian beam based
phase retrieval using DPM and TIE to compare the techniques. First, the input sim-
ulated Gaussian beam characteristics are described for the case study. The existing
TIE method in [33] cannot be implemented for small intensity values. Hence, this
dissertation modifies the technique to introduce a new hyperparameter reg factor 2.
Next, gradient optimization method to estimate the hyperparameters is introduced.
The modified gradient descent technique is used and its performance is compared
with the ADAM gradient descent to optimize the hyperparameters in TIE and to
obtain the optimum defocus distance for phase retrieval. DPM simulation results are
presented. Finally, the issues faced during the experimental trials are discussed and
the experimental results of phase retrieval using TIE for the fundamental modes of
405 nm and 532 nm beams are presented.
5.2 Input Images
Theoretical simulation to obtain intensity images of Gaussian beam modes is per-
formed and used as input images for the TIE. The documented solution of the time-
independent Helmholtz equation for beam propagation using paraxial approximation
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is:






























Here, r is the radial distance in the beam plane from the center of the beam, z
is the transverse distance from the focal position, k is the wave number, E0 is the
amplitude, w(z) is the beam width at distance z from the focal position, and w0 is
the beam waist at the focal position. The radius of curvature for the beam wavefront



























Here, zR is the Rayleigh distance.
Figure 5.1 shows the variation in beam width and beam curvature with varying z
position from the focal position using the above definitions. The following parameters
are used: λ = 405 nm and λ = 532 nm, beam width of 1.7× 10−6 and 1.75× 10−6 to
obtain plots for two different wavelengths. The beam width parameters are obtained
by using Thorlabs SM400 fiber specifications.
As mentioned in the literature, the beam appears collimated for z << zR in Fig.
5.1a and Fig. 5.1b. The beam diverges as z ≥ zR. The intensity of the beam for
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(a) Variation in beam width w(z) with
distance z from the focal position
(b) Variation in beam curvature R(z) with
distance z from the focal position
Figure 5.1: Gaussian beam characteristics with transverse distance.























It is expected that by using two defocused intensity images and one intensity image
at the focus position using Eq. (5.7), the pseudophase of the beam is obtained using
the TIE method:




As shown in Fig. 5.2 mode intensity images for the Gaussian beam using Eq.
(5.1), Eq. (5.2), and Eq. (5.7) are obtained. Here, the following spatial parameters
for mesh generation are used: x = −30µm to 30µm, y = −30µm to 30µm, and step
size of ∆x = ∆y = 61 nm. The step size is chosen to match it with the Hamamatsu
Orca ER camera pixel size and optical setup with magnification factor of 100. It
is important to note that this framework introduces mesh discretization error and
the framework is considered as an approximated model for retrieving the estimated
phase.
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(a) TEM00 mode intensity images (b) TEM10 mode intensity images
Figure 5.2: Gaussian mode intensity images at focal position.
5.3 New Hyperparameter and Optimization of TIE
5.3.1 Optimization using Modified Gradient Descent
As shown in Fig. 5.2, the background intensity is zero for the simulated intensity im-
ages. However, the TIE method cannot work with the zero intensity values. Hence,
a new regularization parameter reg factor 2 is added to the intensity images such
that intensity values are not zero anymore. Additionally, TIE method implementa-
tion requires defocus distance ∆z to obtain defocused intensity images. As noted
by [32], ∆z should be larger than any measurement noise but small enough such
that the left-hand side of Eq. (4.5) is not dependent on ∆z itself. Theoretically, ∆z
is assumed to be in the range of few hundred nanometers based on the microscope
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(a) ADAM gradient descent
optimization
(b) Modified gradient descent
optimization
Figure 5.3: TEM00 mode parameter optimization for 405 nm.
translation stage range and the theoretical estimated change in intensity at different
defocus distances. One solution to deciding ∆z would be by analyzing the measure-
ment noise from experiments and obtaining ∆z to satisfy the condition mentioned
in the literature. Another solution is to use optimization algorithm to obtain best
values of regularization factor reg factor 2 and ∆z.
In this dissertation, the gradient based optimization method to theoretically esti-
mate the parameters is selected for implementing TIE.
The result of this optimization for a 405 nm wavelength beam is shown in Fig.
5.3. Here, the parameter w1 = ∆z and w2 = reg factor 2. The initial points were
(1 × 10−7, 1 × 10−5) and the rest of the hyperparameters were: β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.1,
learning rates (1 × 10−7, 1 × 10−6), initial step size (50 × 10−9, 1 × 10−8). For
ADAM gradient descent, default value of β2 = 0.999 is used. As shown in Fig. 5.3,
the convergence rate and accuracy of the modified gradient descent are better for
this objective function in comparison to the ADAM gradient descent for the given
hyperparameter values. The objective function is the difference in TIE retrieved and
analytical phase images for pixels with intensity > 10−6.
The optimum values (2.15263 µm, 1.38879 µm) are used to obtain the optimized
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(a) Intensity image (b) TIE phase image
(c) Difference in TIE and
analytical phase
Figure 5.4: TEM00 mode images at optimized parameters for 405 nm.
TIE retrieved phase image from the fundamental mode intensity images as shown in
Fig. 5.4.
The result of the optimization for 532 nm wavelength beam is shown in Fig. 5.5.
Here, the parameter w1 = ∆z and w2 = reg factor 2. The initial points were
(1×10−7, 1×10−5) and rest of the hyperparameters were: β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.1, learning
rates (1× 10−7, 1× 10−6), initial step size (50×10−9, 1×10−8). Default value of β2 =
0.999 is used for the ADAM gradient descent. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the convergence
rate and accuracy of the modified gradient descent is better for this objective function
in comparison to the ADAM gradient descent for the given hyperparameter values.
The objective function is the difference in TIE retrieved and analytical phase images
for pixels with intensity > 10−6. Here the beam width is taken as 1.75 µm. The
optimum values (1.73288 µm, 1.40202 µm) are used to obtain the optimized TIE
retrieved phase image from the fundamental mode intensity images as shown in Fig.
5.6. It is evident that the optimized values for the fundamental modes for the two
wavelengths are not very different. Next, the optimization of TIE to retrieve phase
for a higher order mode for the 405 nm and 532 nm wavelength is performed. The
initial points were (7 × 10−6, 5 × 10−5) and the rest of the hyperparameters were:
β1 = 0.9, learning rates (1× 10−6, 1× 10−3), initial step size (50×10−9, 1×10−8). For
modified gradient descent the β2 = 0.1 and for ADAM gradient descent β2 = 0.999
is used. These parameters are decided based on the convergence analysis of the
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(a) ADAM gradient descent
optimization
(b) Modified gradient descent
optimization
Figure 5.5: TEM00 mode parameter optimization for 532 nm.
(a) Intensity image (b) TIE phase image
(c) Difference in TIE and
analytical phase
Figure 5.6: TEM00 mode images at optimized parameters for 532 nm.
modified gradient descent. In this case, the value of G was very high for initial points
that were used for the fundamental mode. Hence, the initial points are changed.
The gradient G is compensated by α for w1; however, for first few iterations the
value of G for w2 is more than the learning rate for w2. For most of the iterations,
the condition of α satisfying the G is satisfied for both the parameters. In this
situation, G is not strictly compensated by the learning rate. Hence, the optimization
may depend on the initial points. As shown in Fig. 5.7, the convergence rate
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(a) ADAM gradient descent
optimization
(b) Modified gradient descent
optimization
Figure 5.7: TEM10 mode parameter optimization for 405 nm.
(a) Intensity image (b) TIE phase image
(c) Difference in TIE and
analytical phase
Figure 5.8: TEM10 mode images at optimized parameters for 405 nm.
and accuracy of both the gradient descents are comparable in this case, though
modified gradient descent performs slightly better. The objective function is the
difference in TIE retrieved and analytical phase images for pixels with intensity
> 10−6. The optimum values (25.4211 µm, 2.03757 × 10−2) are used to obtain the
optimized TIE retrieved phase image from the fundamental mode intensity images
as shown in Fig. 5.8. The result of the optimization for 532 nm wavelength beam
is shown in Fig. 5.9. The same parameters are used as that for the 405 nm TEM00
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(a) ADAM gradient descent
optimization
(b) Modified gradient descent
optimization
Figure 5.9: TEM10 mode parameter optimization for 532 nm.
(a) Intensity image (b) TIE phase image
(c) Difference in TIE and
analytical phase
Figure 5.10: TEM10 mode images at optimized parameters for 532 nm.
mode. The optimum values (24.3684 µm, 1.72183 × 10−2) are used to obtain the
optimized TIE retrieved phase image from the fundamental mode intensity images
as shown in Fig. 5.10. Next, three-parameter optimization for ∆z, reg factor 2,
reg factor is implemented for the fundamental mode at 405 nm and 532 nm. Here,
the parameter w1 = ∆z and w2 = reg factor 2, w3 = reg factor. The initial
points were (1 × 10−8, 1 × 10−6, 1 × 10−10) and rest of the hyperparameters were:
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, learning rates (1 × 10−6, 1 × 10−7, 1 × 10−11), initial step size
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(a) ADAM gradient descent
optimization
(b) Modified gradient descent
optimization
Figure 5.11: TEM00 mode three parameter optimization for 405 nm.
(a) ADAM gradient descent
optimization
(b) Modified gradient descent
optimization
Figure 5.12: TEM00 mode three-parameter optimization for 532 nm.
(1×10−9, 1×10−7, 1×10−11). These parameters are decided based on the convergence
analysis of the modified gradient descent. The results are displayed in Fig. 5.11. The
optimized parameters are (2.26693 µm, 1.27348 µm , 4.55812× 10−12). The values of
(w1, w2) are closer to that obtained in the two-parameter optimization. The results
were similar for 532 nm three-parameter optimization. The same hyperparameters
as that for the 405 nm are used. The results are displayed in Fig. 5.12. The
optimized parameters are (2.01954 µm , 1.33732 µm, 5.98706 × 10−12). It is evident
from the optimization results that in ideal conditions and in presence of certain
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uniform background (reg factor 2), ∆z needed to retrieve the pseudophase using
the TIE method is in the range of few microns. These estimates are higher than our
assumption of few hundred nanometers. The following conclusion can be drawn from
the result: The defocus distance ∆z must be large enough that the change in intensity
is large compared to the noise but small enough that the linear approximation of the
intensity is valid. It is evident from Fig. 5.1a that the beam waist varies significantly
faster for higher values of the z position. This in turn changes the intensity values
taken at different positions of z. In addition, the optimization reveals that in ideal
conditions and in presence of certain uniform background, different ∆z is needed to
retrieve the pseudophase for different mode shapes.
5.4 Simulation for Phase Retrieval using Diffraction Phase
Microscopy
The experimental design requirements for phase retrieval using diffraction phase
microscopy (DPM) are different than that for the TIE. Following is the simulation of
the phase retrieval through DPM [2]. The first simulation is done with a hypothetical
flat background calibration image. Figure 5.13 shows the images at various stages
of the DPM processing. Figure 5.14 provides the expected image of interference
of the beams on the CCD camera plane. The rightmost beam is selected in the
Fourier transform image to retrieve the phase of the initial input image. Figure
5.15 provides the amplitude and angle retrieved from the interference image at the
CCD camera for the input image of 532 nm fundamental mode and flat calibration
image. Figure 5.16 provides the comparison of phase and intensity retrieved from
the CCD plane. It is possible to get flat calibration surfaces with minimal surface
deviations for a semiconductor sample. However, it is not possible to get such a
surface for the laser beam mode imaging. Hence, the calibration images are obtained
very close to the estimated focal plane at z ≈ zR × 10−5. The expected phase is
approximately constant near the focal plane. The input image is 1.73288 µm away
from the focal plane. This process is repeated, but this time the input images and
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Figure 5.13: (a) DPM input 532 nm fundamental mode amplitude, (b) angle, (c)
phase at z = zR plane, (d) input image, (e) Fourier plane image for the input image,
(f) Fourier plane pinhole filter, (e) unfiltered zeroth order, (f) filtered first order.
Figure 5.14: (a) Expected interference at CCD camera for unfiltered 0th order and
filtered 1st order, (b) Fourier transform of the interference image.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Retrieved amplitude of input image, (b) angle, (c) retrieved
amplitude of calibration image, (d) angle.
Figure 5.16: (a) Input image angle, (b) intensity, (c) retrieved image angle, (d)
intensity, (e) difference in the retrieved and input image angle, (f) intensity.
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DPM processed images from Fig. 5.17 are used. Figure 5.18 provides the expected
Figure 5.17: (a) DPM input 532 nm fundamental mode amplitude, (b) angle, (c)
phase, (d) input image, (e) Fourier plane image for the input image, (f) Fourier
plane pinhole filter, (e) unfiltered zeroth order, (f) filtered first order.
image of interference of the beams on the CCD camera plane. The rightmost beam
is selected in the Fourier transform image to retrieve the phase of the initial input
image. Figure 5.19 provides the amplitude and angle retrieved from the interference
image at the CCD camera for the input image of the 532 nm fundamental mode and
the calibration image. Figure 5.20 provides the comparison of phase and intensity
retrieved from the CCD plane. Some phase wrapping is visible in the reconstructed
images. It is evident that TIE simulation may not be able to reconstruct the modes
entirely due to discretization error. On the other hand, DPM phase reconstruction
will have some errors due to lack of a flat calibration sample and phase wrapping.
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Figure 5.18: (a) Expected interference at CCD camera for unfiltered 0th order and
filtered 1st order, (b) Fourier transform of the interference image.
Figure 5.19: (a) Retrieved amplitude of input image, (b) angle, (c) retrieved
amplitude of calibration image, (d) angle.
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Figure 5.20: (a) Input image angle, (b) intensity, (c) retrieved image angle, (d)
intensity, (e) difference in the retrieved and input image angle, (f) intensity.
5.5 Experiments
For getting an approximate Gaussian beam, single mode fibers with narrow band-
width at 405 nm and 532 nm lasers are used. To maintain the fiber vertically, a fiber
holder from Thorlabs, threaded adapters, and posts are used to construct a stand
for the fiber. The fiber end was peeled and bare fiber is exposed after cleaving. Any
metal portions of the fiber holder are covered with black tape to suppress any back-
ground reflections. In the past, DPM imaging has been performed using scattered
laser light from the sample. However, this time the direct imaging of laser beam
mode was causing the camera to saturate. In addition, the speckled noise from the
laser beam was an issue. Each of these aforementioned issues is solved by using a
neutral density filter (OD 3) on the CCD camera to reduce the brightness of the
laser beam at the CCD. In addition, we used an appropriate filter to allow only nar-
row wavelength of light. Large integration window is used such that sufficient signal
information is collected and the noise is reduced by averaging the signals. The align-
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ment procedure in DPM is very time-consuming. To mitigate the issue, a chrome
coated photo-lithography plate with alignment marks is designed, as shown in Fig.
5.21.
(a) Alignment mask for DPM
(b) Zoomed screen shot
Figure 5.21: Pinhole beam alignment mask for finding the beam position with
respect to the mask.
The alignment mask makes the alignment procedure simpler; however, the align-
ment mask was not coated to prevent any back reflections and it may cause issues
during alignment and imaging. In addition, laser stability was a big issue with the
405 nm non-temperature-controlled laser beam. It was observed that the beam in-
tensity decreases with time. This was a major hurdle in using 405 nm laser for the
DPM. Next, temperature controlled 532 nm laser beam is used for the experiments.
However, the optical system was not aligned and the zeroth and first order beams
were not interfering on the CCD plane. In addition, the distance between the two
beams in the 4f system was changing. The experiments were halted to perform
alignment and were stopped due to malfunctioning of translation stage actuators.
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5.5.1 TIE Experiments and Issues
The fundamental issue with the TIE based phase retrieval was that the simulation
revealed that in ideal situations, it is not possible to get optimum TIE based pseu-
dophase for all the modes of the beam at the same ∆z values. That would mean that
each image of the multi-mode beam would contain a noisy partial footprint from the
other modes that cannot be retrieved at the given ∆z positions. The image of the
fundamental mode of the beam is obtained for pseudophase retrieval. Surface fitting
is used to reduce the noise in the retrieved phase. Figure 5.22 is the setup for TIE
based pesudophase retrieval:
Figure 5.22: TIE setup displayed for imaging fundamental mode of the 405 nm
laser beam.
The results of the experiments are described in Appendix H.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we analyzed the theoretical differences in TIE and DPM based phase
retrieval using Gaussian beam modes. We introduced a parameter of reg factor 2 for
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using TIE for ideal simulation images with less or zero intensity values in optical
images. In addition, this factor is useful for using TIE for experimental images
that are calibrated by subtracting background image to reduce noise. We performed
optimization of the TIE equations using modified gradient descent with numerical
forward differentiation and found that the results are similar to or better than that
of the ADAM gradient descent. The outcome of optimization is that the defocus
distance needs to be in µm range to sufficiently extract the pseudophase from inten-
sity variations in defocused planes. In addition, TIE optimization suggests that the
optimum defocus distance depends on the shape of the Gaussian beam mode and
it can be used to separate different mode shapes. The simulation results show that
the TIE method suffers from discretization error and DPM method is restricted by
phase wrapping error. An alignment mask for DPM can make the alignment proce-
dure easier; however, it needs to be coated to prevent reflections. We performed an
experimental trial with TIE at 405 nm and 532 nm wavelengths to retrieve phase of
the fundamental mode. The results of phase retrieval were better for 532 nm than
for 405 nm. This could be due to higher noise present in 405 nm laser images. The






Reflection based diffraction phase microscopy (DPM) is an interferometric microscopy
technique which measures both the amplitude and phase of the reflected field [2]. It
has subnanometer precision in height measurement and its field of view is 27µm
×30µm with a 40X objective. It uses a common-path configuration to reduce noise
and it is a noncontact and nondestructive technique. This makes it highly suitable
for temporally and spatially resolving nanoscale dynamics [76]. In this chapter, we
will apply DPM to study the dynamic characteristics of frequency-dependent sys-
tems using DPM. In particular, we will use a modulated laser source to measure a
microelectromechanical system (MEMS) device. We will also investigate measuring
the phase wavefront of laser light emitted by a vertical cavity surface-emitting laser
(VCSEL).
6.2 Setup
Figure 6.1 shows the general setup of the DPM system. The interference of the
beams at the charge coupled device (CCD) camera provides information about the
height of the sample. Because both interfering beams pass through a blazed grating
to generate two beams for an interferometric setup, common-path noise is reduced.
The 0th order beam carries average reflection field from the sample. The final image
quality is better when the two beams have comparable intensity because the fringe
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Figure 6.1: DPM experimental setup.
visibility is stronger. The 4f system used in the setup has two lenses with focal
lengths of 75 mm and 400 mm. Hence the magnification of this system is:
M4f = −f2/f1 ≈ 5.3. (6.1)
This is in addition to the magnification of the objective Mobj, which is chosen to
be either 2.5X or 20X in our experiments. The numerical apertures (NAs) of these
objectives are 0.085 and 0.8, respectively. The transverse resolution can be estimated
with Abbe’s formula:
Resolution ≈ (1.22× λ)/NA. (6.2)
The resolution is 5.8 µm and 0.6 µm, respectively. The height of the sample h(x, y)
can be calculated using the phase retrieved from the interferogram:
h(x, y) = φ(x, y)λ/4π. (6.3)
When the height changes suddenly by more than half the wavelength, there can be
phase unwrapping errors. Errors can be avoided by performing the DPM measure-
ments at multiple wavelengths [77]. In addition, the uncertainty in the retrieved
height can also be estimated. Properly choosing the grating period is crucial for
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preventing aliasing. In [3], it was derived that the grating period needs to satisfy:
Λ ≤ (λMobj/3NAobj). (6.4)
By choosing a grating with 300 lines per mm (λ = 405 nm), we satisfy this condition
for both objective lenses used. Phase unwrapping errors can be avoided by perform-
ing the DPM measurements at multiple wavelengths. In addition, the uncertainty
in the retrieved height can also be estimated. The physical spacing between the two
beams in the Fourier plane is given by:
∆x = f1λ/Λ. (6.5)
This spacing is 9.1 mm for our experiments. We use a custom machined holder to
place the 10 µm diameter pinhole exactly this distance away from a larger diameter
hole that passes the unfiltered beam. The maximum beam diameter in the Fourier
plane is 6 mm. Thus, we use a hole that is exactly 6 mm in diameter in the cus-
tom machined holder because it is big enough to pass the entire beam while still
minimizing any stray light passing through.
6.3 Applications
We used a GaAs sample to calibrate our DPM system. The sample consists of
patterns with various shapes and lateral dimensions that were protected from etching
of the background. The patterns are elevated above the wafer by 55 nm. The results
of the calibration measurements are shown in Fig. 6.2. The retrieved height of
∼ 52 nm agrees with the values of 55 nm obtained using a surface profilometer.
Thus, our DPM system is properly calibrated for height measurements
We observed a lot of dust particles on the calibration sample. As a result the height
is shown to vary over a bigger distance range. In our first experiment, we measured
the surface roughness of a silicon sample that was hand polished with 3000 grit
sandpaper. First, tick marks were drawn on the sample using a scribe so that the
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Figure 6.2: (a), (d), and (g) are amplitude images of different portions of the GaAs
sample. (b), (e), and (h) are phase images. (c), (f), and (i) are height images.
position of the scratches made by the sandpaper could be found. The goal of this
experiment was to measure the depth of scratches made for a given grit of sandpaper.
The purpose of scratching the silicon was to develop a reliable way, without using
dangerous chemicals such as buffered oxide etchant (BOE), to remove the oxide layer
formed from baking on a spin-on dopant . The sandpaper scratches need to be deep
enough to remove the top oxide layer so that a metal contact could be painted on
with conductive ink, but shallow enough that the dopants diffused into the wafer
would not be fully removed. The results of the sandpaper DPM measurements are
shown in Fig. 6.3. Striations of 6 µm in width and 95 nm in height can be observed
in different parts of the wafer. These dimensions indicate that the sanding paper
would be effective at removing the top oxide without removing too much of the
diffused dopants. Mr. Koker’s subsequent experiments showed that the sandpaper
This was part of a research experience for teachers (RET) project for Mr. Terry Koker, a
chemistry teacher from Mahomet-Seymour High School. He was developing a process to fabricate
solar cells and NPN phototransistors outside of a cleanroom.
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plus conductive ink method produced reasonable quality contacts, and working solar
cells and NPN phototransistors. See Fig. 6.3.
Figure 6.3: (a), (d), and (g) are amplitude images of different portions of the Silicon
sample. (b), (e), and (h) are phase images. (c), (f), and (i) are height images.
In a second experiment, we studied a palladium coated silicon nitride microcan-
tilever array sample provided to us by our group member, Dr. Steven McKeown. Its
dimensions were: 45 µm × 15 µm × 1.05 µm , and 45 µm × 20 µm × 1.05 µm. The
approximate resonance frequency in free space of these cantilevers was determined
using Comsol Multiphysics simulations to be ∼ 0.76 MHz. See Fig. 6.4.
In the experiment, we were hoping to use the incredible sensitivity of DPM to
measure these resonance frequencies by studying the random noise of the cantilever
without even exciting it electrically. The thought was that at resonance, the can-
tilever noise would be significantly larger than off resonance. The microcantilever
array is illuminated by an amplitude modulated 405 nm laser with a pump current of
31.1 mA. An Agilent E4420B signal generator was used to vary the carrier frequency
and the AC voltage for the amplitude modulation of the laser. The microscope im-
age is cropped to analyze a single microcantilever. We operated near the resonance
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Figure 6.4: Microcantilever beam free space motion and eigenfrequency.
frequency to be able to observe changes in SNR of detected images. However, due
to lack of any actuation, we were unable to control the amplitude of microcantilever
oscillations. Hence, we could not observe any changes in the image. See Fig. 6.5.
Figure 6.5: Mircocantilever imaging using DPM with modulated laser source.
In our third experiment, we used a MEMS sample with a capacity of electrical
actuation to obtain its dynamic images. The samples were provided by Illinois Inte-
grated RF Microsystems Group. These devices have 100 nm gold on top of 1 µm
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Figure 6.6: MEMS image: (a) amplitude, (b) phase, (c) height.
AlN. However, these samples had high resistance and have difficulty in oscillations
due to not having impedance matching with the SMA cables.
Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7 show some of the images of microcantilever and MEMS
devices. We can observe some curls on the top layer for the microcantilever surface
plot.
In our fourth experiment, we used samples from Harshil Dave and Zihe Gao of
the Photonics Device Research Group to study vertical cavity surface emitting lasers
(VCSELs). We performed some initial DPM imaging of the VCSELs using 405 nm
light. The results are shown in Fig. 6.8. We attempted to perform multiple wave-
length DPM using two lasers (404 nm and 408 nm) to be able to solve the phase
unwrapping issues that occur because of the large heights of the etched photonic
crystal holes. Figure 6.8 shows those results. Unfortunately, one of the lasers mal-
functioned and gave unstable results. We sent it back for repair and will resume the
measurement in the future. The bigger goal for the VCSEL measurements, however,
is to measure the phase of the emitted laser beam using DPM. This is a very new
application of DPM because it uses the light from the device itself rather than from
an external illumination source.
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Figure 6.7: (a) MEMS device amplitude image, (b) MEMS device height image,
(c,e) Microcantilever array, (d,f) two different microcantilever surface plot showing
curls.
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Figure 6.8: (a), (c), (g), and (e) are amplitude images. (b), (d), (f), and (h) are
phase images. (e,f) are from normal operating laser.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusion
The main theme of this dissertation is to enhance the sensitivity of optical images
using a combination of imaging techniques, machine learning, and optimization al-
gorithms.
The first contribution of the dissertation is to make a machine learning based tech-
nique to detect and classify nanoscale structures in noisy optical images. The solution
is formulated by using the following framework of imbalanced data-set classification:
Undersampling the majority class, oversampling the minority class, feature extrac-
tion, and cost-sensitive learning. The classification problem is more challenging due
to noise and feature similarity between different classes of defect and no-defect im-
ages. A novel interpretable machine learning based algorithm is created for solving
this problem. This technique uses few training samples and even works with noisy
optical images. Using this technique, we detected and classified “killer” 9-nm defects
in semiconductor wafer die using nondestructive visible light microscopy images. It
is extremely difficult to visually detect or classify these structures in the optical im-
ages. In this process, we encountered the challenge of making a new optimization
algorithm. Chapter 2 describes this new technique and the case study for defect
detection. The performances of these techniques are compared in Chapter 3 by us-
ing the new undersampling technique for the majority class, new synthetic library
generation technique for the minority class, and a modified distance metric learning
approach. It is shown that in this formulation, false detection rate is reduced but
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defect detection performance is affected in few test cases. This shows that imbal-
anced data-set classification problems with feature similarity in defect and no-defect
images require a different approach than the distance metric learning technique, and
the novel machine learning based technique with synthetic image generation would
be a better approach to solve such problems. The modified triplet loss may need
more training data for better performance. The modified triplet loss approach works
better than a standard FaceNet architecture that requires more feature-rich training
data. Chapter 3 shows that the synthetic image library used in the new technique
can be plugged for training with other loss functions. This library is interpretable
and its formation is explained with a physical explanation using noise and defect
physical feature interactions. The influence of trainable parameters of the synthetic
defect image library is explained. Next, the dissertation uses functions with steep
variations in different problem domains. Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and the related ap-
pendices propose various novel algorithms. An optimization method is proposed and
the functions are successfully optimized using the modified gradient descent algo-
rithm.
The second contribution of the dissertation is to add a new hyperparameter,
reg factor 2, to the existing TIE methodology. This enabled the use of TIE for
images with lesser or zero intensity values, and allows the use of optimization tech-
nique to predict experimental parameters. Chapter 4 analyzes the differences in
DPM and TIE imaging techniques. Further, it is shown that optimized hyperparam-
eters and defocus distance can be estimated by using the modified TIE method and
the new optimization technique. A case study of Gaussian beam modes is presented
in Chapter 5. The optimized parameters showed that TIE is effective at defocus
distances in the range of microns and different mode shapes require different defocus
distances for optimal phase retrieval. Hence, defocus distance can be used to re-
trieve and relatively separate different Gaussian beam modes. Chapter 5 presented
the experimental demonstration of the TIE experiment and phase retrieval using the
optimized parameters. Finally, DPM experimental results are presented in Chapter
6.
Finally, it is shown that sensitivity of optical images can be improved using vari-
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ous combinations of machine learning, gradient based optimization algorithms, and
imaging techniques such as DPM and TIE in various portions of the optical imaging
and image processing pipeline.
7.2 Future Work
In the future, several research areas can be explored that are related to the disserta-
tion.
First is the experimental area: TIE experiments can be optimized using the op-
timization technique and experimental parameters can be used to conduct optical
experiments for phase retrieval. Second is to incorporate quadratic loss function
for the new machine learning technique. In addition, more training samples can be
added in the various stages of the machine learning algorithms to conduct a com-
parison of the standard and the new techniques. Third is to apply the technique




This appendix presents an empirical study of the performance of different optimiza-
tion algorithms for specific cost functions and specific initial search points. The
author does not claim that these results will generalize. Gradient descent based
optimization algorithms are widely used to optimize a given function by iteratively
moving in the opposite direction of the function’s gradient [78]. In this dissertation,
it was required to use optimization algorithms for making many decisions. There
was a need to find the optimum trainable parameters for the new machine learning
algorithm to generate optimum synthetic images to detect nanoscale defects in a
semiconductor wafer image. Next, there was a need to find optimal parameters for
the TIE method to retrieve pseudophase for simulated Gaussian beam modes. A
first-order gradient based optimization algorithm is required to optimize these ob-
jective functions. There are many existing first-order gradient based optimization
algorithms available for this purpose. A comparison of the gradient based optimiza-
tion algorithms has been provided in [79]. The regret bound for SGD is simplistic;
however, SGD is strongly dependent on the gradient of the functions. Momentum
based SGD helps to increase the updates for gradients in the direction of faster
convergence by including the exponentially weighted average of the past gradients.
However, the effect of some past large gradients may still lead to oscillations for
momentum based SGD. Another algorithm, ADAGrad, which changes the learning
rate by dividing by the sum of squares of past gradients, is also discussed in [79].
However, this accumulation of past gradients leads to the diminishing step sizes and
eventually ends any further learning. The more developed algorithms have included
fixed window of past gradients to overcome these problems. For example, ADAM is
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the most notable algorithm that is used widely for optimization in various domains
[80]. Hence, adaptive learning is obtained by using the influence of past gradients
and the effect of diminishing or exploding gradients is addressed by including fixed
window of past gradients. ADAM is widely used for optimization of machine learn-
ing algorithms during the training stage in the TensorFlow framework. Based on the
current literature, the outcome of an optimization process gets affected by the choice
of hyperparameters [81].
In this dissertation, the design of ADAM hyperparameters was not effective for
optimization for the following functions. In the first instance, a new objective func-
tion is used for our novel machine learning algorithm to reduce the computational
resources involving a standard metric learning objective function. The objective
function in this case is not analytically differentiable and it needs to be optimized
through numerical differentiation. The ADAM algorithm was not able to reach con-
vergence for the nonconvex function. In the second instance, there was a need to
optimize the TIE equations for phase retrieval of a Gaussian beam. During the op-
timization process, the ADAM algorithm learning rate was very slow. The types of
objective functions in all the above cases were different but the common issue is that
the optimization algorithm may get adversely affected by the past gradients.
Machine learning based optimization algorithm update rules have been introduced
in [82]. A framework has been designed such that these algorithms generate update
rules that are created by estimating the performance of the optimizer. These meth-
ods are based on the assumption that each objective function may require a different
type of update rule for optimization. However, such an algorithm requires a large
amount of data for learning about the optimization process that may not be feasible
for generic use. In addition, it would be difficult to estimate the convergence rate
and input parameter dependency for a function. In order to address these issues,
the following hypothesis is devised based on the past work: The outcome of an op-
timization is influenced by the choice of hyperparameters, the algorithm, and the
objective function type. Based on our hypothesis, either specific objective functions
that are suitable for a given optimization algorithm need to be designed or a differ-
ent algorithm needs to be devised to address the issues of optimization of nonconvex
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functions with steep gradients. The design of an algorithm-specific objective func-
tion may not be a good alternative and it may create unnecessary constraints on the
function and optimization objective. Instead, an algorithm is devised using the con-
cepts of noise-immune constant step size gradients, gradient-clipping, and adaptive
learning rate. A study is devised to seek answers to the following research questions:
• What types of objective functions are suitable?
• What are the suitable hyperparameters?
• Can we estimate the performance of this algorithm for suitable category of
convex and nonconvex functions in terms of accuracy and convergence rate?
A.1 Algorithm Details
The assumptions for implementing this gradient descent are that the function is
piece-wise smooth or smooth. In other words, the objective function is Lipschitz
continuous in the domain for differentiation. An existing AdaMax gradient descent
[80] is modified to implement the following scheme to substitute the derivatives at
relatively nonsmooth points:
mt = (1− β1)∇fwi , (A.1)








Here, mt is proportional to the current partial gradient of the objective function
f with respect to the parameter wi. The term i denotes the number of optimization
parameters for the objective function, and t ε [1, T ] denotes the number of itera-
tions. β1 ε [0, 1] and β2 ε [0, 1] are hyperparameters that need to be set before the
optimization. The role of β2 is to reduce the effect of the steepest gradient from the
previous iterations. The term ut compares the steepness of the current gradient with
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the weighted steepest gradient from the previous iterations. The step size for the
optimization parameter wi is represented by (∆wi)t+1. The step size update replaces
the relatively steeper or nonsmooth point by a constant step size. Smaller step size
is used when the weighted current gradient is smaller in comparison to the weighted
steepest gradient from the previous iterations. Here, the update rule is used for
||∇fwi || < ε, ε = 10−9. Otherwise, the step size is updated to a constant value before
resuming the update rules from Eq. (A.1) to Eq. (A.3). This rule would be helpful
to tackle the issue of diminishing gradient in the plateau region.
The update rule of the algorithm states that it progresses with a constant step
size to ignore the noise of steep gradients and progresses with a slower rate when
it encounters a slower slope. One expects that with adaptive change in rate, it
may not miss a narrow optimal point that is missed with a pure constant step size
gradient. The estimation of steeper and slower slope is decided by comparing the
1− β1 weighted gradient with past steep β2 weighted gradient.
The choice of hyperparameters will be guided by the convergence analysis for iden-
tifying a specific category of functions and empirically for the remaining functions.
The convergence analysis is discussed in Appendix F and Appendix G. The conver-
gence analysis also provides guidelines to select the hyperparameters for the optimal
performance. The parameter β1 = 0.9 is set same as that for the fixed window past
gradient algorithms. The learning rate α can be initialized by logarithmic variation
in α to reduce the noisy oscillations in iterations. Based on the convergence analy-
sis, the following steps are devised for implementing the modified gradient descent
algorithm:
1: Select any initial value to estimate the numerical gradient using forward difference
∇fwi or an analytical gradient.
2: Decide a learning rate such that the gradient ∇fwi can be compensated by the
corresponding α.
3: The learning rate α for the parameters is decided such that the gradient values
in the region can be compensated by α but the learning is not stagnated by very
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low learning rates. If the stagnation happens or the gradient is too large, then we
switch to a different initial point.
4: Use lower β2 = 0.1 for large gradient values ∇fwi or large variations in ∇fwi to
take advantage of normalized gradient.
A.2 Function in a Convex Setting
The following function in the convex setting ft(w1) is described as:
ft(w1) =
{




where t is the iteration. For initial value of w1 = 0.5, the function is minimized
for w1 = 1 in the domain [0,1]. This function is used in the study because it has
been previously shown that ADAM is unable to converge to the optimal point w1 =
1; ft(w1) = −1 in the given domain due to the effect of large gradient value after
every two steps [81]. The algorithms may suffer from this issue due to relying on the
fixed number of past gradients to estimate the step size update [81].
The results are compared in Fig. A.1 using different values of β2. As shown in Fig.
A.1a to Fig. A.1c, all the algorithms perform well for β1 = 0.9; β2 = 0.99. All the
algorithms used initial step size of 0.5, learning rate α = 1 × 10−3, initial value of
w1 = 0.5, and number of iterations 1000. The parameter region was restricted to w1 ∈
[0, 1]. The performances of fixed window size gradient based ADAM, larger memory
of gradient based AMSGrad, and the modified gradient descent are compared for
accuracy and update speed. As shown in Fig. A.1d to Fig. A.1f, the modified
gradient descent performs better than the two other algorithms for β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.1.
The minimum function values obtained by the gradient descent are displayed in the
captions of all the plots.
Examination of Fig. A.1 shows that the modified gradient descent algorithm
performs better and leans closer to the optimal point due to countering the effect
of large gradients by normalizing the gradient value similar to the constant step
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(a) ADAM gradient
descent with β2 = 0.99
(b) AMSGrad gradient
descent with β2 = 0.99
(c) Modified gradient
descent with β2 = 0.99
(d) ADAM gradient
descent with β2 = 0.1
(e) AMSGrad gradient
descent with β2 = 0.1
(f) Modified gradient
descent with β2 = 0.1
Figure A.1: Performance of gradient descent algorithms for a convex function. The
blue area represents the movement of the function in extreme directions. The
zoomed in plots are displayed in the inset near the optimum point.
gradient algorithm. The performance improvement of the algorithm for a lower β2
supports the convergence rate dependency on β2 as described in Appendix G.
A.3 Nonconvex Function
In this section, the following nonconvex function ft(w1, w2) is used for optimization:
ft(w1, w2) = w1sin(2w2)− cos(2w1).
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As displayed in Fig. A.2, this function has many local minima.
Figure A.2: Local minima of a non convex function.
The results are compared in Fig. A.3 using different starting points w1 and w2 .
As shown in Fig A.3a to Fig. A.3d, both the ADAM and the modified algorithm
perform well.
As shown in Fig. A.3, both types of algorithms with the same starting point,
hyperparameter values, and number of iterations reach the same convergence point.
However, both algorithms take different paths due to inherent differences in their
design. The difference is illustrated by adding a constant to the above objective
function, thereby keeping the gradients identical. The addition of a constant would
help us visualize the behavior of both algorithms near a known portion of the func-
tion. The function would now take a form of
ft(w1, w2) = w1sin(2w2)− cos(2w1) + 1.
The behavior of the function for w1 = [−1, 0.8] and w2 = [0.7854, 1.4996] is displayed
in Fig. A.4.
The behavior of both algorithms near the local minima is displayed in Fig A.5.
As shown in Fig. A.5, the modified gradient descent spends more time in the local
minimum region and gets closer to the local optimum value of 0 in comparison to the
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(a) ADAM gradient descent
starting point (1,1)
(b) Modified gradient descent
starting point (1,1)
(c) ADAM gradient descent
starting point (2,3)
(d) Modified gradient descent
starting point (2,3)
Figure A.3: Performance of gradient descent algorithms for a nonconvex function.
ADAM gradient descent. This is due to adapting a slower learning rate in the reduced
gradient regions by the modified gradient algorithm. This may prove beneficial for
objective functions that have local optimum in a narrow valley. However, this may
slow down the convergence rate of the modified gradient descent in some cases due
to spending more time in a local region in comparison to the ADAM algorithm.
Next, optimization of a three-parameter nonconvex function ft(w1, w2, w3) is pre-
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Figure A.4: Local minima of a nonconvex function.
(a) ADAM gradient descent
starting point (0.8,1)
(b) Modified gradient descent
starting point (0.8,1)
Figure A.5: Difference in path of the gradient descent algorithms for a nonconvex
function.
sented:
ft(w1, w2, w3) = w1sin(2w2)− cos(2w1)− w2cos(2w3).
As displayed in Fig. A.6, the function has many local minima.
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(a) Local minima of a three parameter non
convex function in the parameter range
[-1,1]
(b) Value of the function for w3 = 0
Figure A.6: Local minima of a three-parameter nonconvex function.
The results are compared in Fig. A.7 using different starting points w1, w2, and
w3. As shown in Fig. A.7, both the ADAM and the modified algorithm perform
well.
The example of nonconvex three-parameter function in Fig. A.7 shows that the
modified gradient descent is not restricted to two-parameter functions. This al-
gorithm can be used for other categories of functions that are not covered in the
convergence analysis on an empirical basis. The optimization goal for such functions
would be to converge to a sufficient local minima [83].
A.4 Summary
The modified gradient descent algorithm is formulated by combining the noise-
immune properties of constant step gradient descent and concepts of gradient clip-
ping. The algorithm moves with a constant step size to counter the effect of gradient
noise and moves with slower steps for less noisy gradients. The decision to adapt
to the changes in gradient and step size is taken by comparing the current gradient
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(a) ADAM gradient descent starting point
(2,1,1)
(b) Modified gradient descent starting
point (2,1,1)
(c) ADAM gradient descent starting point
(-4,-3,-2)
(d) Modified gradient descent starting
point (-4,-3,-2)
Figure A.7: Performance of gradient descent algorithms for the nonconvex
three-parameter function.
with the weighted large gradient from the previous iterations. The algorithm can be
tuned to vary at constant rate by decreasing the value of hyperparameter β2. The
priority in design is given to counter the effect of gradient noise. Such an algorithm
may be suitable to apply for optimization of nonconvex or convex functions with
steep variation. Convergence analysis is performed on the algorithm for both the
convex and nonconvex Lipschitz continuous functions in Appendix F and Appendix
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G. The bound on the gradient, parameter update, and their relation to the number
of iterations for approaching convergence is identified. This is used to formulate
relatively simplistic steps to implement the algorithm. The convergence analysis
shows the robustness of this algorithm and it identifies the suitability of objective
functions and hyperparameter choices to apply this algorithm to optimize the objec-
tive functions used in this dissertation. The modified gradient algorithm approaches
convergence same as the ADAM gradient descent for two- and three-parameter non-
convex functions. In terms of convergence, the modified gradient algorithm performs
better than the ADAM and AMSGrad algorithm for the lower value of β2 for the
function in the convex setting. This convex function is used in the literature [81]
to reveal the flaw of fixed window size gradient algorithms. The study concludes
that for a fixed β1 = 0.9, lower β2 value may be more beneficial to counter the
effects of steep gradients and utilize the characteristics of noise-immune fixed step
size gradient. There could be situations when the algorithm may slow down more
in comparison to standard algorithms in a local optimum region. This algorithm is
successfully used for optimization of loss functions in Chapters 2 and 3 in machine






There are many gradient descent algorithms that work well for optimization of
smooth functions [80, 81, 84]. However, our loss function is not analytically differen-
tiable because it is a sum of indicator functions. Even the numerical approximation
for the gradient using forward difference approximation can be arbitrarily large and
thus adversely affect these algorithms. It would be time-consuming to evaluate the
numerical approximation of the gradient in all directions. To address these problems,
we propose a modified gradient descent technique to evaluate numerical gradient de-
scent for the loss functions of Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.6). The function is piecewise
smooth and we clamp the derivatives at relatively nonsmooth points. Equation (A.2)
decides the relative smoothness of the point by comparing its numerical differenti-
ation with the past weighted gradient. The loss function is defined in the domain
for numerical differentiation. The goal is to find the point of minimum loss in w 1,
w 2 space. We do this by computing the directional derivatives of the loss with re-
spect to w 1 and w 2. We measure the loss at three points, Lw(w 1, w 2), Lw(w 1+∆w 1,
w 2), and Lw(w 1, w 2+∆w 2), and calculate the forward difference approximations
[Lw(w 1+∆w 1, w 2)-Lw(w 1, w 2)]/∆w 1 and [Lw(w 1, w 2+∆w 2)-Lw(w 1, w 2)]/∆w 2, re-
spectively. Equation (A.2) provides information about the relative smoothness of
the loss surface at a point. If the gradient in Eq. (A.2) is too steep compared to the
previous gradient, we clamp the gradient by normalizing it. This prevents instability
from using too large of a step. On the other hand, if the current point is relatively
smooth, then it results in a gradient-dependent reasonable step size. Thus, the algo-
rithm moves with either a constant or a variable but reasonable learning rate based
on the update rules. This is useful for tackling the exploding gradient issues in opti-
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mization [84] for loss functions with large gradients. We use constraints on w derived
from Step 1 of Section 2.3.6. Finally, we have the option to use a constant step size
β3 to pull the gradient from plateaus and to confine the function in the constrained
domain. We can initialize the step size, ∆w, to ± β3 and reset the gradient descent
when the numerical gradient is less than a threshold, i.e., ||∇̂Lw · ŵi|| < ε. Once
||∇̂Lw · ŵi|| ≥ ε, we can again apply the gradient update rules from Eq. (A.1)-(A.3).
The optimization typically requires less than 30 iterations even for different starting
points and different loss functions. The larger value of learning rate indicates that
the optimization may depend on the initial starting points for the parameters. How-
ever, this optimization is conducted in a constrained parameter domain based on the
synthetic library generation algorithm. Hence, selecting the starting points is easier.
We used the following constant values: β1 = 0.9; β2 = 0.999; ||β3|| = 0.25; α = 0.03.
We kept the values of β1 and β2 the same as in [80]. We initialize the step size to




The model training is done using the rectangular shaped simulated defects. We
optimized the model for selecting classifier parameters for defect shape and size
detection during the learning phase. The testing stage consists of 22-nm, 32-nm,
and 42-nm seed rectangular-shaped defects. In addition, we have used ‘H’ shape
simulated defects in the testing stage for the shape classification. The width variation
along the longer sides is: width–27.5 nm. See Fig. C.1. Table C.1 presents the peak
scattering signatures for defects with different sizes and shapes.
Figure C.1: (a) Shape of rectangular-shaped simulated defect images. (b) Shape of
defects for H shape image is formed by subtracting the background pattern of
parallel bars from a pattern with defect.
Table C.1: Peak intensity trends in the denoised simulated mutual interference
images for various seeds.


















max(M 1)9.32 26.00 62.82 33.57 231.89 197.51 271.81
max(M 2)11.74 32.28 72.07 66.49 278.30 224.63 278.80
max(M 3)14.66 38.91 82.78 101.85 325.72 226.95 285.49
max(M 4)17.86 46.22 93.77 141.09 372.95 238.06 302.52




Table D.1 summarizes the cross-classification results. It is evident that only stitching
or edge region errors are detected by using the parallel defect model to detect defects
in the perpendicular bridge defect die. Stitching error regions are a tilted form of
the parallel bridge defect and so they are detected with the parallel defect model.
There is a high rate for true negatives for the entire die. All models correctly reject
the central region as a defect. See the eigenmaps in Fig. D.1.






1A 60% Edge-based (122, 12) 100%
1B 60% Stitching error region (716,
266)
52%
2A 0% No defect detected 0%
2B 80% Stitching error region (719,
265)
59%
3A 65% Edge-based (754, 40) 100%




Figure D.1: Cross validation using 32 nm parallel defect training set with




SHAPE AND SIZE CLASSIFICATION
The effect of noise reduction using PCA is displayed in Fig. E.1. The SNR was 23.5
dB initially and 22.2 dB after PCA. Compared to the parallel defect, the perpendic-
ular defect has a weaker scattering signature. The background pattern and the noise
overwhelm the perpendicular defect signal. As a result, the defects were not visible
even after 2DIS processing. We used PCA on the experimental data to improve its
SNR from 9.9 dB to 18.2 dB. See Fig. E.2.
Figure E.1: Parallel defect non-interferometric image with second order difference
(2DI). (a) Before and (b) after applying PCA.
Figure E.2: Perpendicular defect interferometric image with 2DIS. (a) Before and
(b) after applying PCA. The defect signal is buried in background and noise.
The performance details of the models in Fig. 2.10 are explained here. For Figs.
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2.10(a)-2.10(c), Category 1 models use c = 1.1, Category 2 models use c = 1.2, and
Category 3 models use c = 1.0 on the outcome list. Model 2B can display shape-
based similarity for parallel defect and can classify the 32-nm size. The low precision
of 3B indicates that other defects such as stitching error or nanoscale contamination
are detected above the 50% threshold. For model 3A, trial #17 provides ED =
16.518. It is the only defect detected in this trial. This trial corresponds to Aj =
{26.00, 38.91, 46.22}. This provides evidence of our hypothesis that experimental
data has frame-to-frame variations in the SNR and intensity due to noise and changes
to the background.
We now discuss size inference in stitched DPM parallel bridge defect images in
Figs. 2.10(d)-2.10(f). Category 1 models use c = 1.1, Category 2 models use c = 1.1,
and Category 3 models use c = 1.2 on the outcome list. Figure E.3(a) shows a
typical Euclidean distance map for model 2B. Trial #15 shows the lowest distance
(ED = 13.958) and highest precision. It detects only the central defect. The intensity
pattern is Aj = {46.22, 26.00, 46.22}. Figure E.3(b) shows the processed microscope
image of the detected defect. Fig E.3(c) shows the reconstructed defect.
Figure E.3: (a) Eigendistance map shows the central defect has the smallest
Euclidean distance and thus is correctly identified. (b) Defect identified. (c)
Reconstructed defect.
Size inference in stitched DPM perpendicular defect images is displayed in Figs.
2.10(g)-2.10(i). Unlike with the parallel bridge defect, we could not estimate the
mean stage translation distance using the experimental optical images because the
tripole pattern was not visible. Thus, we estimated Dmean = 29 pixels using the
model parameters obtained in the learning stage. Category 1 models use c = 2.1,
Category 2 models use c = 2.0, and Category 3 models use c = 2.0 on the outcome
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list due to lack of data redundancy. We expect BX67 and BY67 defects to have
similar sizes. For model 3B, trial #5 provided the best results. It detects the central
defect with ED = 9.40 × 10−4 and Aj = {302.5, 318.6, 302.5}. This indicates that,





We use the framework described in [85] to calculate the convergence rate of the al-
gorithm. The parameter domain is xt ∈ F ; t ∈ [1, .., T ] for t iterations. It is assumed
that an offline algorithm picks up the parameter x∗ for the Lipchitz continuous ob-
jective function f such that x∗ = arg min
xt∈F
f(xt). The regret or excess loss of our








Here T are the total number of iterations for the condition ||grad|| ≥ ε. For an
L-Lipchitz continuous function, we use the following property:
f(xt)− f(x∗) ≤ L||xt − x∗||. (F.2)
The gradient descent update rule is:
xt+1 = xt + stepsize, (F.3)














, γt ∈ [−1, .., 1], (F.5)
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xt+1 − xt = −ηγt, (F.6)
||xt+1 − xt|| ≤ η. (F.7)
Hence, parameter update magnitude is bounded by η. By subtracting x∗ from both
sides of Eq.(F.6):
(xt+1 − x∗) = xt − x∗ − ηγt. (F.8)
By taking square of both the sides and by rearranging terms:
xt − x∗ = (x
t − x∗)2 − (xt+1 − x∗)2 + η2γt2
2γtη
. (F.9)
By using γt ∈ [−1, ..., 1]:
xt − x∗ ≤ (x
t − x∗)2 − (xt+1 − x∗)2 + η2
2γminη
. (F.10)
Here γmin ≥ ε is the magnitude of the minimum value of γt from all the T iterations.
By using Eq. (F.10) and Eq. (F.2):
f(xt)− f(x∗) ≤ L
∥∥∥∥(xt − x∗)2 − (xt+1 − x∗)2 + η22γminη
∥∥∥∥ . (F.11)
We can rewrite the right-hand side of the inequality using the property a
2 − b2 =
(a− b)(a+ b) as:
≤ L
∥∥∥∥{(xt − x∗)− (xt+1 − x∗)}{(xt − x∗) + (xt+1 − x∗)}+ η22γminη
∥∥∥∥ . (F.12)
We assume that the parameter distance is bounded such that ||xt − x∗|| ≤ D ∀ t
and using Eq. (F.7):










≤ LT [2D + η]
2γmin
. (F.14)
When 2D << η is true for the objective functions and value of β1 = 0.9 is fixed,











This inequality holds for higher values of T with decreasing value of α. Under these
assumptions, the convergence for a nonconvex L-Lipchitz continuous function would








As per Eq. (F.16), convergence is approached as the number of iterations T reaches
the higher bound and
√
T >> L. Hence, for higher values of L, we need to lower the
learning rate α for approaching convergence. It is important to note that reducing
α also reduces η and reduces the bound D in comparison to η.
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APPENDIX G
CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS FOR CONVEX
FUNCTIONS
In the literature, algorithm convergence rate is provided for convex functions in [80]
and [81]. This section will derive the convergence rate for the convex functions so
that its performance can be compared with the other algorithms. We use the same
framework described in [85, 86] to calculate the convergence rate of the algorithm.
It is assumed that an offline algorithm picks up parameter x∗ for t = T iterations
for the convex objective function f . Using the lower bound property for the convex
function:
f(xt)− f(x∗) ≤ ∇f(xt)(xt − x∗). (G.1)
By using Eq. (F.10):
f(xt)− f(x∗) ≤ ∇f(xt)
[




If gradient is bounded such that ||∇f(xt)|| ≤ G ∀ t, then the expression can be
written as:
f(xt)− f(x∗) ≤ G
[






f(xt)− f(x∗) ≤ G
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f(xt)− f(x∗) ≤ G
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By using the parameter bound D:
T∑
t=1









For the default value of learning rate α = 0.001 and T < 106, we can rewrite the
left-hand side of the inequality as:
T∑
t=1





As per Eq. (G.7), convergence is approached as the number of iterations T reaches
the higher bound and G <<
√
T . The modified gradient descent also depends on
the γmin and β2 . The modified gradient descent may perform better for smaller value




We captured images of the fundamental mode of the 405 nm laser using z-translation
in steps of 1µm from the focal plane in both the directions. The estimated optimized
defocus distance in the theoretical analysis of TIE is different than the one used
for the experiments. These experiments were conducted to analyze the challenges
associated with the experimental implementation. 1 µm defocus value is selected
because it is in the micron range and sufficient to visibly observe intensity changes
at the defocus distance. The optimized hyperparameters are obtained for the given
defocus distance during pseudophase retrieval. Figure H.1 shows the images of the
illuminated single-mode fiber core.
We subtract background noise or calibration image from Fig. H.1d from the in-
tensity images. Any subtraction of calibration image requires use of reg factor 2
parameter. We use the theoretical estimate of reg factor 2 = 3.45357 × 10−6 calcu-
lated by optimizing the ideal simulation images with fix ∆z = 1.0 µm very near to
focal plane at z = zR/1000 position. Simulation of TIE and optimization has not in-
cluded any noise in the input images to estimate reg factor 10−12. Hence, we cannot
use the estimate to retrieve the pseudo-phase for the noisy images. We use surface
fit to estimate the tilt for each reg factor estimate and plotted a graph. Figure H.2
shows the lowest value of slope is estimated for reg factor = 0.00105.
We use the reg factor and reg factor 2 parameters to obtain pseudophase and
surface fit of the phase using TIE method. Figure H.3 shows the input focal plane
intensity image, outcome pseudophase, surface fit, and residual phase image after the
fit. The fit estimates the tilt angle 18.35◦. The expected output for the fundamental
mode is flat phase near the focal plane. We observe some noise in the image in Fig.
105
(a) Intensity image at 1 µm from
the focal plane in +z direction
(b) Intensity image at 1 µm from
the focal plane
(c) Intensity image at 1 µm from
the focal plane in the −z direction
(d) Intensity image at focal plane
before the lasing starts
Figure H.1: Fundamental mode images of the 405 nm laser beam.
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Figure H.2: Reg factor vs slope.
H.3b that could be due to noise from non-temperature-controlled laser. However,
the internal portion near the center of the beam shows approximately flat phase.
Next, we use 532 nm laser and single mode fiber to perform fundamental mode
imaging using the TIE setup and TIE software. Figure H.4 shows the input images.
The focal plane is estimated visually and the variation in the brightness of the center
region can be affected with the laser noise.
We subtract background noise or calibration image from Fig. H.4d from the in-
tensity images. Any subtraction of calibration image requires use of reg factor 2
parameter to obtain nonzero values at all pixels. We use the theoretical estimate of
reg factor 2 = 3.38678 × 10−6 calculated by optimizing the ideal simulation images
with fix ∆z = 1.0 µm very near to focal plane at z = zR/1000 position. Simulation
of TIE and optimization has not included any noise in the input images to estimate
reg factor 10−12. Hence, we cannot use the estimate to retrieve the pseudo-phase for
the noisy images. We use surface fit to estimate the tilt for each reg factor estimate
and plotted a graph. Figure H.5 shows the lowest value of slope is estimated for
reg factor = 0.1.
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(a) Intensity image at the
focal plane (b) TIE retrieved pseudophase.
(c) Surface fit for the phase (d) Residual phase image after
the fit
Figure H.3: TIE based phase retrieval and tilt angle estimation using the surface fit.
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(a) Intensity image at 1 µm from
the focal plane in +z direction
(b) Intensity image at 1 µm from
the focal plane.
(c) Intensity image at 1 µm from
the focal plane in the −z direction
(d) Intensity image at focal plane
before the lasing starts
Figure H.4: Fundamental mode images of the 532 nm laser beam.
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Figure H.5: Reg factor vs slope.
We use the reg factor and reg factor 2 parameters to obtain pseudophase and
surface fit of the phase using TIE method. Figure H.6 shows the input focal plane
intensity image, outcome pseudophase, surface fit, and residual phase image after
the fit. The fit estimates the tilt angle −0.556◦. The expected outcome is flat phase
for a fundamental mode near the focal plane. Though some noise is displayed in the
retrieved phase image in Fig. H.6b, the outcome is closer to the expected outcome
in comparison to that for the 405 nm laser.
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(a) Intensity image at the
focal plane. (b) TIE retrieved pseudophase
(c) Surface fit for the phase
(d) Residual phase image after
the fit
Figure H.6: TIE based phase retrieval and tilt angle estimation using the surface fit.
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